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INTRODUCTION

An American art form, animation is the process of drawing and photographing a character—a person, an animal, or an inanimate object—in successive positions to create lifelike movement. Animation is both art and craft; it is a process in which the cartoonist, illustrator, fine artist, screenwriter, musician, camera operator, and motion picture director combine their skills to create a new breed of artist—the animator.

The art of animators is unique. Animators bring life to their drawings, creating an illusion of spirit and vigor. They caricature the gestures and expressions in the drawings, give them a fantastic array of character and personality, and make us believe that the drawings actually think and have feelings.

This book was written by an animator to help you learn how to animate—how to make a series of drawings that create a sensation of movement when viewed in sequence. The pioneers of the art of animation learned many lessons, most through trial and error, and it is this body of knowledge that has established the fundamentals of animation. This book will teach you these fundamentals.

Animators must first know how to draw; good drawing is the cornerstone of their success.
They must be able to dramatize and caricature life while they time and stage their characters' actions and reactions. The value of animators' work is determined by the ability of their characters to sway the emotions of the audience—in other words, the characters' "acting" skills. Animators must know how to entertain an audience: how to present gag comedy and how to portray an interesting or unusual happening of life. To do this, they study the great film comedians and read recognized texts on acting. This knowledge helps them to grip their viewers with suspense or make them smile and laugh with humor in the theater of animation.

The animation process, however, involves much more than just good drawing. Animators must have knowledge of the elements of screen writing: plot-setting, premise, character, conflict, crisis, climax, exposition, dialogue, and action. These factors determine the types of personalities, expressions, and actions they will need to create. Moreover, if the animation includes a character moving her mouth in speech or song, animators need a knowledge of phonetics; if it features a character responding to a musical soundtrack, they must have a knowledge of music and rhythm. Animators must also know how an animation camera works and how to time the character actions to fit the speed of the film. The list goes on and on: the animators' job is immeasurable.

Animation is a vast and virtually unexplored art form. It is, perhaps, more popular today than ever before, and new techniques and methods of animating—including computer animation—are being developed all the time. There are many characters, styles, and background designs, however, that remain to be discovered—so pick up your pencil and get started!

The curtains part as you turn the pages. The journey will be an exciting and adventurous one.

Best wishes!

[Signature]
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

It can be an exciting experience to create and develop an original cartoon character. Constructing and developing a character is not merely a matter of drawing the figure; each character also has its own shape, personality, features, and mannerisms. The animator has to take these qualities into consideration to make the characters seem lifelike and believable. For example, there are various personality types such as "goofy," "cute," and "screwball." Think about the type of character you wish to design; then use the diagrams and guides shown in this chapter to begin your drawing. When creating a character, you should begin by drawing rough "idea" sketches. These will give you a direction for the type and nature of the character you wish to create. Develop the basic shape of the figure; then add the features and other details. This procedure should be followed whether the character you are developing is a human, an animal, or an inanimate object you wish to bring to life (for example, drawing a face on a computer and making it dance).

After you have developed the character and the proportions are to your liking, develop the movement expressions of the body, head, and hands. Hands can tell a complete story with just a simple pose. Study and practice drawing the hands shown on page 29; then create some hand positions of your own. Also, the "line of action" section is a big help in creating attitudes in posture and movement. This chapter is the starting point to a world of exciting cartoon animation.
CARTOON CONSTRUCTION

PROPOTION IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS TO CONSIDER WHEN CONSTRUCTING A CARTOON CHARACTER. THE ANIMATOR MUST KEEP IN MIND THE RELATIVE SIZES OF THE BODY PARTS, BECAUSE SPECIFIC PROPORTIONS ARE USED TO CREATE CHARACTER TYPES. FOR EXAMPLE, THE HEAVY, PUGNACIOUS CHARACTER HAS A SMALL HEAD, LARGE CHEST OR BODY AREA, HEAVY ARMS AND LEGS, AND THE JAW AND CHIN NORMALLY PROTRUDE. THE CUTE CHARACTER IS BASED ON THE PROPORTIONS OF A BABY WITH A LARGE HEAD IN PROPORTION TO THE OVAL BODY, A HIGH FOREHEAD, AND A SMALL MOUTH/ EYES/CHIN AREA. “SCREWBALL” TYPES HAVE EXAGGERATED PARTS AND FEATURES (DETAILED INFORMATION ON CHARACTER TYPES BEGINS ON PAGE 32).

CARTOON STUDIOS OFTEN USE HEAD SIZE TO MEASURE THE HEIGHT OF A CHARACTER—FOR INSTANCE, A CUTE BEAR MAY BE THREE HEADS HIGH, AND A PUGNACIOUS BEAR MIGHT BE FIVE OR SIX HEADS HIGH. THIS INFORMATION HELPS THE ANIMATOR TO KEEP THE PROPORTIONS AND HEIGHT OF A CHARACTER CONSISTENT. STUDY THE CHARACTERS ON THIS PAGE, AND MEASURE EACH ONE IN “HEADS.”

WHEN ANIMATING, YOU’LL ALSO FIND IT HELPFUL TO MAKE A REFERENCE DRAWING OF THE CHARACTER ON A SEPARATE PIECE OF PAPER. THIS WAY, THE ANIMATOR CAN REFER TO THE PROPORTION GUIDELINES WHEN DRAWING THE CHARACTER IN DIFFERENT POSES AND ACTIONS.

THE PROPER USE OF CARTOON PROPORTIONS MAKES A CHARACTER, SO ANALYZE THE PROPORTIONS OF YOUR ANIMATED ACTOR BEFORE HE OR SHE GOES ON STAGE—UP ON THE SCREEN.
STANCE (GOLD MASSES)—DRAW A "LINE OF ACTION" THROUGH THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL PARTS TO ORGANIZE AND SET THE ATTITUDE OR ACTION. CONSTRUCT YOUR DRAWING AS IF YOU WERE FITTING TOGETHER THE PARTS OF A PUPPET AT THE JOINTS ACCORDING TO A CHARACTER FORMULA. THUS YOUR CHARACTER BECOMES BELIEVABLE, AND WHEN HE ACTS, THE AUDIENCE EMOTIONALLY RESPONDS.
BODY BUILT FROM CIRCULAR AND ROUNDED FORMS

THE ANIMATED CARTOON CHARACTER IS BASED ON THE CIRCULAR, ROUNDED FORM. IN A CARTOON STUDIO SEVERAL PEOPLE MAY WORK ON THE SAME DRAWING AND THE ROUNDED FORM IS USED BECAUSE OF ITS SIMPLICITY—IT MAKES ANIMATION EASIER. ALSO, CIRCULAR FORMS “FOLLOW THROUGH” BETTER ON THE SCREEN.
STUDY THESE DRAWINGS; VISUALIZE ALL FORMS AS SOLID MASSES WITH THREE DIMENSIONS.
MORE CIRCULAR AND ROUNDED FORMS

The parts of the character fit together at socket points. These examples demonstrate the effectiveness of combining circular and rounded forms. The rounded, pear-shaped bodies support the circular heads and add interest to the overall character.
LOCATE SOCKETS ACCORDING TO PERSPECTIVE GUIDELINES.
THE SKELETON FOUNDATION

BUILD THE CARTOON FROM A ROUGH SKELETON, BUT DON'T EXPECT TO ALWAYS GET THE SKELETON RIGHT ON THE FIRST TRY—NOBODY CAN DO THAT! EXPERIMENT ... DISCARD ... MAKE SEVERAL DRAWINGS; THEN PICK THE BEST ONE. BE SURE TO WORK LOOSELY WHEN CONSTRUCTING THE CHARACTER.
WORK OUT A SKELETON, CONSTRUCT BODY MASSES AROUND IT, AND THEN BUILD DETAILS OVER THE MASSES.
CONSTRUCTION OF THE HEAD

Think of the head as a rounded mass; it is either ball-shaped, pear-shaped, or egg-shaped. In animation the head shape may change perspective and form many times during a scene. To simplify matters, a framework in proper perspective must be drawn first; then the details are constructed over this form.

This character starts with a ball shape.

Draw an elliptical guideline around the first shape that will divide the face in the middle lengthwise. This determines the tilt of the head.

Draw the eye guidelines at right angles to the second circle. This sets the face up or down.

The base of the eyes and the top of the nose lie into the eye line. The perspective makes the left eye bigger than the right eye.

Now the details are drawn over the framework.

Start with an egg shape, draw guidelines around it, and then draw the face. Turn the egg in various positions and draw the same face. Animation presents the same challenge!

Add a few details and draw this egg in every position using the egg as a guide. Cartoon studios often make small clay models to help the animator draw difficult characters from different angles.
EGGHEAD MODEL METHOD

The egg is the basis of a great many cartoon heads. Draw an egg like this and study it from all angles. Add details and design some original heads of your own. Watch the perspective change as you tip or tilt the egg model. Following the center and middle guidelines will help you construct heads.
MORE HEAD CONSTRUCTION

HEAD CONSTRUCTION—THE CRANIUM MASS CAN BE BALL-, OVAL-, OR PEAR-SHAPED, DEPENDING ON THE CHARACTER. THE HORIZONTAL GUIDELINE CAN CIRCLE THE CENTER, UPPER, OR LOWER PART OF THIS MASS. THE EYES FIT ABOVE THE LINE; THE NOSE AREA FITS BELOW. THESE FEATURES REMAIN FIXED TO THE HEAD AS PART OF THE CRANIUM MASS.

Flexible Features—The mouth and cheek masses are very flexible, and as the jaw moves, they take on many different shapes, creating various expressions and mouth positions in speech. The eyebrows and the ears are also flexible, but the base of the ears and the nose remain fixed to the head. The eyes are flexible within fixed sockets.
MORE HEAD CONSTRUCTION

All animated cartoon characters can be reduced to a basic formula. This formula makes them easier to master and ensures uniformity throughout a film, even if several different artists work on the same character.

DRAW AN OVAL WITH PERSPECTIVE GUIDELINES. ADD NOSE CONSTRUCTION; MAKE SURE IT FITS SOLIDLY. NOW DRAW OVALS FOR THE EYES. BE AWARE OF THE PERSPECTIVE WHEN CONSTRUCTING THE REMAINING DETAILS.

STUDY THIS BASIC FORMULA; THEN DRAW THE DOG IN DIFFERENT POSITIONS.
ASSEMBLE THESE HEADS AS THOUGH THEY WERE SOLID AND HINGED TOGETHER.
FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

The job of an animator is the same as the job of an actor in live action pictures. Both should be masters of portraying emotions. Studying your own grimaces in a mirror is a must. Pick a character you know and go through the expressions with him, as I have here with this little flip.

SKEPTICAL  YELL  LAUGH

SHY

TRAGIC

THOUGHT  FRIGHT  ALOOF  SURPRISE
STRETCH AND SQUASH ON HEADS

A cartoon head can be stretched or squashed to strengthen an expression. Notice that the oval containing the eyes does not change much, but the mouth area varies greatly. Small details react along with the larger form in which they are contained.
The wide variety of expressions shown here is the result of stretching and squashing selected areas of the face. Notice that the eyes reflect the expression of each stretch and squash.

- Shocked
- Lighthearted
- Pleased
- Surprised
- Contemplative
- Puzzled
- Begging
- Angry
- Smug
HANDS

Cartoon hands are tricky to draw. Study the hands shown below and at the right. The fingers should be placed unevenly to prevent a monotonous quality.

To draw the hand, begin as if it were a mitten (A and B). Then add the two middle fingers by following this shape (C).

Exaggerate

Now put in the little finger, varying its position to prevent monotony (D). It is also a good idea to exaggerate the base of the thumb.
MORE HANDS

 SOCKET

 EXAGGERATE
DRAW YOUR OWN HANDS (SIMPLIFIED) FROM A MIRROR.
THIS WAY THEY APPEAR AS THEY DO IN A DRAWING.
THE CUTE CHARACTER

"Cuteness" is based on the basic proportions of a baby and the expressions of shyness or coyness.

The head is large in relation to the body.

A high forehead is very important.

The eyes are spaced low on the head; they are usually large and wide-set.

The nose and the mouth are always small.

The arms are short—never skinny—and taper down to the hand and tiny fingers.

The tummy bulges; the character should look well-fed.

The legs are short and fat, and they taper down into small feet for the type.
NOTICE HOW THE POINTS AT LEFT ARE USED IN THESE ANIMALS.
CUTE KITTEN
1. DEVELOP THE KITTEN'S BODY WITH A CIRCLE AND AN OVAL.
2. ADD PERSPECTIVE GUIDELINES.
3. PLACE THE EYES AND THE NOSE.
4. BUILD THE EARS AND THE LEGS.
5. ADD THE DETAILS TO COMPLETE THE KITTEN.

NOTICE THE LARGE PAWS THAT ADD TO THE CUTE LOOK.
The more complex the pose, the more steps it takes to develop.
CUTE PUP

BEGIN WITH A BASIC CONSTRUCTION OF CIRCLES AND OVALS. THEN DRAW PERSPECTIVE GUIDELINES TO PLACE THE FEATURES.

①
②
③

NOTICE THAT THE TONGUE ACCENTUATES THE HAPPY EXPRESSION OF THE MOUTH, AND THE CHEEKS OVERLAP THE EYES, ACCENTING THE EXPRESSIO. A SIDEWAYS GLANCE LIKE THIS IS A "CUTE" EXPRESSION.
1. Place the rest of the shapes and the details on the basic forms.
2. Draw the mouth, the nose, and the circle around the right eye.
3. Develop this pup with circles and rounded forms. Place the eyes.
4. Add shading details for accent.
GOOSE
GANDER

THese ARE THE PROGRESSIVE STEPS THAT ARE TAKEN BY AN ANIMATOR...

1. DRAW A "LINE OF ACTION" TO ESTABLISH THE GENERAL STANCE OF THE FIGURE.
2. ADD ROUNDED MASSES FOR THE HEAD AND THE BODY.
3. DRAW PERSPECTIVE LINES AROUND THESE MASSES TO ESTABLISH THE FRONT, SIDE, AND TILT OF THE BODY AND HEAD.
4. Construct the arms, legs, and eyes on (or "anchored to") their proper places on the perspective lines.
5. Fit or "hinge" the details into their positions.
6. Clean up the character around the construction lines.
ROWDY RABBIT

DRAW ROWDY RABBIT FROM EVERY ANGLE...

WHEN CONSTRUCTING AN ANIMATED CHARACTER, VISUALIZE IT AS A THREE-DIMENSIONAL PUPPET THAT YOU ARE JOINING TOGETHER WITH SOLID MASSES.

EACH PART HAS A DEFINITE PLACE ACCORDING TO THE FORMULA.
... USE PERSPECTIVE GUIDELINES TO ASSEMBLE THE SOLID PARTS.

BUILD "PUPPET PARTS" WHEN CONSTRUCTING A CHARACTER FOR ANIMATION.

THE PARTS JOIN ACCORDING TO A FORMULA PLAN.
LITTLE WOLF-HUNTER PIG

1. Draw a line of action, and then build the oval body and the round head over it.
2. Add perspective guidelines and place the eyes.
3. Set the shoulder, arm, hand, and ear sockets. Draw the nose.

FOLLOW THE FIVE STEPS TO DRAW THIS LITTLE WOLF-HUNTER PIG.
4. NOW BUILD THE FEATURES—EARS, CHEEKS, MOUTH, ETC. FIT ON THE COAT AND THE GUN.
5. USE AN ANIMATION BOARD TO MAKE A “CLEANUP” DRAWING BY PLACING A CLEAN PIECE OF PAPER OVER STEP 4 AND TRACING.
CUTE RABBIT

Animators usually draw with a scripto pencil with a no. 2 lead, then a kneaded eraser is lightly...

1. Draw a circle for the head and a pear shape for the body.

2. Add perspective guidelines around the head.

3. The eyes are placed above the horizontal guideline. The nose starts where the guidelines cross.
1. Rubbed over the entire drawing to prepare for a "cleanup" or revision drawing.

4. Add the cheeks, and fit the arms on the top of the body.

5. Draw the ears, eyes, mouth, and legs.

6. Finish the details, and then erase the construction guidelines.
SQUIRRELS

Here are action ideas for drawing a squirrel, which is developed using rounded and circular forms. Like other cute characters (see page 32), the head is large in relation to the body. The two front teeth are important and add expression to this character.
This squirrel character can be changed to a mouse, rabbit, or chipmunk by simply changing the tail, ears, and feet.
MORE CUTE CHARACTERS
THE SCREWBALL TYPE

In this formula you will recognize some features that all these cocky, wise guys have in common.

- Elongated head (not too big)
- Skinny neck
- Big feet
- Exaggerated features
- Pear-shaped body
- Little or skinny legs
- Low forehead

The antics of these loony characters have been some of the funniest on the screen.
GOOFY CHARACTERS
Here is the basic formula for goofy types that act like a "Simple Simon" clodhopper:
- Long, skinny neck
- Humpbacked and stoop-shouldered
- Long, droopy arms with big hands
- Overhanging fanny
- Pants low, loose, and baggy
- Enormous, clumsy feet

Small head held forward
Hair hangs over eyes
Droopy, half-awake eyes
Big beak or nose
Bucked teeth
Absolutely no chin
Absolutely no chin (this is important)
Bobbing Adam's apple
Big stomach protrudes
Low crotch in pants

Try using these points to design a character of your own.
THE HEAVY, PUGNACIOUS CHARACTER

- COMPARATIVELY SMALL CRANIUM
- BIG, BARREL-LIKE CHEST
- LARGE LOWER LIP STICKS OUT
- HEAVY, THICK NECK (WHEN IT SHOWS)
- ARMS LONG AND HEAVY
- HEAVY EYEBROWS CLOSE, BEADY EYES
- LITTLE EARS
- SMALL HIP AREA
- SHORT, HEAVY LEGS
STUDY THE FORMULA (AT LEFT) FOR THESE BAD BOYS. IT ALSO APPLIES TO FOUR-LEGGED TYPES, SUCH AS THE BEAR BELOW AND THE BULLDOG SAILOR ON PAGES 72 AND 73.
MORE ANIMAL CHARACTERS

THE NEXT FOUR PAGES CONTAIN A VARIETY OF ANIMAL CHARACTERS WITH DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS. THE CONSTRUCTION METHODS INCLUDE THE USE OF SKELETAL FORMS IN COMBINATION WITH ROUNDED AND CIRCULAR FORMS.
THE FACIAL EXPRESSIONS AND BODY ATTITUDES MUST COMPLEMENT ONE ANOTHER.
Notice that some of these forms are squashed while others are stretched to develop the personality.
MUSICAL WOLF

LIFE IS JUST ONE WILD CARTOON "TAKE" (SEE PAGE 148) OR VIOLENT REACTION AFTER ANOTHER FOR THIS MUSICIAN.

ROUGH IN THE BASIC CONSTRUCTION.
FIT ON THE DETAILS CAREFULLY.
Anything can happen when Wolfy sees a pretty girl...

Continue building the wolf.

Clean up from construction.
WOLF HEADS

Practice drawing these wolf heads; they will help you to draw many other types of heads with various expressions.

An animator must be able to draw from all angles.
Look at your own facial expressions in a mirror for a guide...

...or study other expressions in this book.
LIONS AND TIGERS

Here are suggestions for funny lion and tiger characters.
BIRDS

The natural shape of a bird's wing can be changed to a modified (or suggested) arm and hand for certain actions, then changed back to the natural shape.
OWLS

Here are some rough sketches of an owl to show you how its wings can be handled. They can be straight or they can take on the characteristics of a hand with the feathers as fingers.
MORE BIRDS

These characters differ greatly in personality and shape due to their proportions. Notice the differences in beaks, legs, necks, and wing sizes. For example, the baby chick has no neck (the head shape overlaps the body shape), while the ostrich's neck is exaggerated. All of the characters on these two pages have been developed using the circle and rounded form method.
DIFFERENT SHAPES CAN SUGGEST DIFFERENT PERSONALITIES: CUTE, GOOFY, PUGNACIOUS, ETC.
THE BELLIGERENT BULLDOG

SPIKE THE BULLDOG HAS A BARREL-LIKE CHEST, SMALL BOTTOM, HEAVY ARMS AND LEGS, NO NECK, PIGEON FRONT TOES, AND BOWED LEGS.

USE CONSTRUCTION GUIDELINES TO HELP YOU DRAW THIS BULLDOG IN SEVERAL DIFFERENT POSES AND ACTION VIEWS.
MAKE A REPEAT CYCLE OF BULLDOG RUNNING USING THE DRAWING AT RIGHT FOR POSITION ONE.
SEE "GALLOP" IN "MOVEMENTS OF THE FOUR-LEGGED FIGURE" ON PAGE 102 FOR A GUIDE.
BUILD THE HEAD STEP-BY-STEP.

CONTINUE DEVELOPING THE CHARACTER AS SHOWN.
ANIMATION FORMULA

IN ANIMATION THE BULLDOG JOWLS FLOP AROUND LIKE COAT TAILS IN AN OVERLAPPING SECONDARY ACTION (SEE CHAPTER 3). THAT IS A VALUABLE TECHNIQUE FOR KEEPING POSES ALIVE.

THE BULLDOG HAS A DOUBLE JAW WITH JOWLS. DRAW THE CIRCULAR FORMS FIRST, AND THEN DETERMINE THE PERSPECTIVE LINES TO BUILD THE HEAD AND ASSEMBLE THE BODY.

FIT THE CLOTHING TO THE BODY BY USING PERSPECTIVE GUIDELINES.

USING THIS FORMULA, YOU CAN DRAW THE CHARACTER IN ANY POSITION AND LEARN TO BE AN ANIMATOR.
FORESHORTENING—PERSPECTIVE

Perspective gives animated drawings the dimension of depth by using vanishing points (VPs) on a distant horizon line and foreshortening (when an object seems to come toward the viewer), the horizon line relates to the viewer's eye level. If the vanishing points have been positioned too close together, the drawing will appear distorted. Experiment with your subject to find a comfortable position for the VPs.

Draw a box in perspective, and then construct a character within the framework. Also, study the revolving cylinder above. Notice the relationship to the arms and legs.

The drawings on this page are based on two-point perspective. The vertical lines of the box are parallel, and the horizontal lines are projected from the VPs, as shown at upper left.

For characters of great height, a third VP would be added, and the verticals would converge at the third VP. The three-point perspective is used to emphasize height by lowering the horizon line (eye level). As if the viewer is looking up. Thus, the drama of animation is heightened. A giant is more frightening from a worm's-eye view.
...IN SINGLE DRAWINGS AND GROUPS

The different sizes and locations of the same size-related objects also create depth and foreshortening. See, for example, the big, medium, and small gnomes running and the hands and feet of the pursuing ogre at right.

Learn to draw hands from every angle. At the left is a formula for a hand. A box shape hinges from the wrist up or down, the arm turns it around, and the ball base of the thumb fits on. This thumb base is accented in cartoons. Notice that the short, straight lines in all of these drawings help define the perspective.

Perspective can create a normal third dimension, or it can be distorted for dramatic depth, height, or foreshortening.
GNOMES

GNOMES ARE USUALLY HAPPY BUT SHY CHARACTERS.
It is best to develop these little fellows with rounded forms.
A motley crew of little men assembles to play ninepins on an animation layout drawing (in pencil).
WICKED WITCH
PERSONALITY CAN BE PROJECTED THROUGH HAND EXPRESSION—YOU DON'T NEED TO SEE THE WITCH'S FACE TO KNOW THAT SHE IS "WICKED."
KIDS come in all shapes and sizes. Young children have large heads and short legs, and their bodies are slightly pear-shaped with a protruding tummy (like "the cute character"; see page 32).
As kids grow older, the proportions change; they are more lanky and awkward looking. The head for this type remains a bit large.
YOUNG HEROINE

The proportions of this character are different than those of the children on the previous pages. Use the chart below as a guide to draw this young girl. The chart shows the full-figure proportions based on a height of five head lengths. The legs are half of the height (2-1/2 heads), the waist is two heads from the top, and the arms and hands are a little over two heads long. Use this scale to draw the young girl accurately in any position.

First do the rough construction drawings.
Facial features move with the head: up and down and sideways. The position and angle of the eyes change with the head movement; they must be drawn to look in the direction specified by the head position. Here the change is from a 3/4 front view to a 3/4 back view where the eyes are not seen at all. Use the rules of perspective and foreshortening to accomplish these transitions accurately (see pages 74 and 75).
MODEL SHEET DRAWINGS, LIKE THE ONES ON THIS PAGE, ARE ISSUED TO THE ANIMATOR AS A GUIDE WHEN HE OR SHE PICKS UP THE SCENE FROM THE DIRECTOR.
YOU WOULD SEE THESE DRAWINGS ON THE SCREEN FOR TWO FRAMES—OR 1/12 OF A SECOND (SEE PAGE 196).

DRAW THE BASIC FIGURE BY USING THE CHART FROM PAGE 84. THEN DRAW THE CLOTHES OVER THE FIGURE.
Once the character has been developed, the animator must consider the types of actions that are appropriate for it. A character's basic design should contain a sense of movement to convey a message to the viewer about the character's actions and intended actions. One way to accomplish this is to use the "line of action" that is the basis for rhythm, simplicity, and directness.

This chapter includes rhythm charts for creating movements of both humans and animals. These charts demonstrate that not only must the head, legs, arms, and hands move in proper relation to one another, but also the body mass must follow. The exercises on pages 100-101 that demonstrate the movements of a man diving into a pool and of a bouncing ball are excellent examples of accurate follow-through. Movements within the figure such as "squashing," "twisting," and "stretching" are only a few of the movements studied in this chapter. An animation cycle is a series of drawings that take a character through a complete movement (for instance, a walking step). Complete cycles for continuous animated movement and the differences in body attitudes for such movements as running, walking, dancing, posing, and much more are also included. Another subject introduced in this chapter is adapting a character to a background. This subject is covered in detail in the "Technical" chapter starting on page 195, but this introduction is an excellent stepping-stone to the more complex instructions.

By following the instructions in this chapter, you can make any character—person, animal, or inanimate object—come to life through animated movement. It is exciting and great fun to do.
LINE OF ACTION

AN IMAGINARY LINE EXTENDING THROUGH THE MAIN ACTION OF THE FIGURE IS THE "LINE OF ACTION." PLAN YOUR FIGURE AND ITS DETAILS TO ACCENTUATE THIS LINE. BY DOING SO, YOU WILL STRENGTHEN THE DRAMATIC EFFECT. THE FIRST THING TO DRAW WHEN CONSTRUCTING A FIGURE IS THE LINE OF ACTION.

Wrong! The lines of action do not fit. Correct! The lines of action fit and are accentuated.

Wrong! Right! Wrong! Right!
STUDY THESE DRAWINGS IN WHICH I'VE INDICATED THE LINE OF ACTION.
LINE OF ACTION IN ANIMATION

The line of action is the basis for rhythm, simplicity, and directness in animation. Start your animation with a line of action. Then draw the skeleton and the details.
FINALLY... ANIMATE ALL THE DETAILS.
RHYTHM AND DESIGN IN CARTOON ART

RHYTHM AND DESIGN ARE THE SECRET FORMULAS BEHIND THE APPEAL AND CHARM OF GREAT CARTOON ART. ARTISTS HAVE INSTINCTS THAT TELL THEM THESE THINGS. THE FOLLOWING ABSTRACT DESIGN BASIS SHOULD HELP YOU.

THE "LINE OF BEAUTY" CURVE AND VARIATIONS  
THE STRAIGHT LINE BECOMES ANGULAR DESIGNS  
GEOMETRIC SHAPES ARE THE BASIS OF MANY CARTOON

THE BASIC "S" CURVE OF RHYTHM AND THE OPPOSING ARCS (SECOND FROM LEFT) HAVE GREAT VALUE FOR YOUR DRAWINGS. LEARN THEIR VALUES, SUCH AS THE "VALUE OF A STRAIGHT LINE." MANY DRAWINGS FAIL WITHOUT IT.
RHYTHM LINES (LEFT) ARE OFTEN BROKEN AND MAY JUMP BETWEEN PARALLELS. A SERIES OF OBJECTS OR SHOTS CAN CREATE A LINE. OPPOSITION OF LINES IS IMPORTANT.
VERTICALS OPPOSE HORIZONTALS, AND ANGLES OPPOSE ARCS.
THE RABBIT AND THE ELF ARE EXAMPLES OF OPPOSING ARCS OR RHYTHM CURVES. ACCENTS, WHICH ADD TO THE DESIGN INTEREST AND CUT MONOTONY IN LINES, OCCUR AT BREAKS OR AT INTERSECTIONS OF OTHER LINES OR OBJECTS.

REPEITION OF LINES IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE CARTOON ADDS CONTRAST TO OPPOSING LINES. THE LINE OF ACTION IS THE SWEEP OF BASIC FORMS FROM THE LEGS THROUGH THE HEAD. WEAVE THESE FORMS TOGETHER TO CREATE RHYTHM AND MOVEMENT. CONTRAST OF LINES ENHANCES THE DESIGN, VERTICALS, DIAGONALS, AND HORIZONTALS WITH ANGLES CONTRAST AND OPPOSE RHYTHM CURVES AND ARCS.

GEOMETRIC SHAPES SHOULD BE IN SHARP CONTRAST FOR DESIGN AND CHARACTER DEFINITION.
MOVEMENT OF BODY MASSES

Here are some simplified figures in action to show you the twist and turn and the variation of perspective in the main body masses. Building the figure in solids makes animation easier to "feel out."
MOVEMENTS OF THE TWO-LEGGED FIGURE

A COMPLETE CYCLE FOR A TWO-LEGGED WALK IS TWO STEPS. DRAWINGS ARE MADE OF THE KEY POSITIONS OF THE STEPPING ACTION UNTIL THE NEXT DRAWING WOULD BE A REPEAT OF THE FIRST. THE DRAWINGS CAN BE USED OVER AND OVER AGAIN TO MAKE THE CHARACTER WALK AS FAR OR AS LONG AS DESIRED.

WALK

DOUBLE BOUNCE WALK

STRUT

SHUFFLE

SNEAK
For a half-cycle, half of the action (one step) can be drawn, and then the hands, arms, legs, and feet can be switched from side to side, essentially creating a complete action without redrawing all of the body and head positions.
THE BASIC BOUNCING BALL ACTION

As the ball falls, its speed increases and the drawings are spaced farther apart.

Notice how the ball "stretches" when falling and taking off on steps 5, 7, 12, and 14.

At the highest point the action slows, the drawings are spaced closer, and the ball resumes its natural shape.

As the ball hits, it bounces and becomes squashed.

The ball follows a definite path of action. Study the spacing of the ball along this path. Notice the similarity of the ball action to the hop and jump below.
Notice that A, C, and E here are like 5, 7, 12, and 14 at left when the character stretches; B is like the recoil on 6 and 13 and D is like the normal 2, 10, and 17.

Here the arms are flung up suddenly to create momentum helping the jump.
MOVEMENTS OF THE FOUR-LEGGED FIGURE

Here is a comparison of the main cycles of four-legged movement. Some of them are complete—others are half-cycles (you can draw them on the opposite feet for the rest of the cycle). Study the differences in the examples. The walk, trot, sneak, strut, and tiptoe are half-cycles. The gallop, canter, and sniff are complete cycles.
IN-BETWEEN DRAWINGS ARE MADE BETWEEN THE KEY DRAWINGS AS TRANSITIONS TO CREATE A SMOOTH MOVEMENT OF THE FIGURE. YOU MUST DRAW ENOUGH IN-BETWEENS TO MAKE THE ACTION SMOOTH FOR THE SPECIFIC SPEED OF THE ACTION AND THE TIMING IN FILMING.

SNEAK-

TIPTOE-

STRUT-

SNIFF-
FRONT AND REAR VIEWS OF FIGURE MOVEMENTS

All actions take on different characteristics. Here is a walk and run from the front and rear views. Animating from these angles is like watching a football.
GAME FROM THE END ZONE. STUDY THE ACTIONS BELOW; THEN USE THEM AS A GUIDE TO ANIMATE SOME OF THE CHARACTERS SHOWN IN THE FIRST CHAPTER.
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WALK AND RUN

(A) WALK  (B) RUN  (C) FAST RUN

Above are the contact drawings from (A) the walk, (B) the run, and (C) the fast run. The contact drawing is the drawing in which the foot, after being lifted, strikes the ground. In the layout of a run or a walk for animation, it is usually these contact drawings that are determined first. They set the speed and the size of the character. The rest of the action is then built around them.

More than any other single factor, the position of the back foot on the contact drawing determines the speed. Notice that on step A the back foot is still touching the ground. On step B the back foot has left the ground. On step C the position of the back foot is even higher.

On the walk, the front foot is stretched out and the body is upright. Denoting slow speed. On the run, the body leans forward and the front foot is farther back. On the fast run, the body leans far forward, denoting speed. The front foot is back under the body.

The arms swing conversely with the legs. The left arm swings with the right leg and vice versa. The arms swing more violently in the run, but in the fast run the swing of the arms would be too violent; they are more effective when held straight out in a reaching position.

Compare the action of the walk with the run. In the walk, the arms and legs are stretched out the farthest in the contact drawing. However, in the run the stretch comes when the figure is in midair at the high point of the action.
THE WALK

1. LEFT FOOT CONTACTS THE GROUND.

2. SINKS INTO RECOIL POSITION.

3. RIGHT FOOT LIFTS, STARTS COMING THROUGH FOR STEP.

4. HIGH POINT IN STEP; RIGHT FOOT RAISED.

5. RIGHT LEG STIFFENS INTO CONTACT POSITION.

6. RECOIL POSITION; LEG BENDS.

7. RABBIT RISES AS LEFT LEG LIFTS.

8. HIGH POSITION; #1 FOLLOWS THIS.
THE RUN

1. RIGHT FOOT DOWN IN CONTACT POSITION.
2. RIGHT FOOT TAKES WEIGHT OF BODY.
3. RIGHT FOOT PUSHES BODY OFF.
4. BODY AT HIGHEST POINT IN RUN.
5. LEFT FOOT REACHES FOR GROUND.
6. RECOIL WITH RIGHT FOOT COMING THROUGH.
7. LEFT FOOT STRETCHES FOR RECOIL.
8. ARMS AND LEGS STRETCH.

#1 follows this.
WHEN ANIMATING THE FAST RUN, TRY NOT TO HAVE TWO ACTION DRAWINGS IN THE SAME SILHOUETTE POSITION WITHIN ONE OR TWO FRAMES (EXPOSURES). THIS WOULD MAKE THE ACTION APPEAR MONOTONOUS AND MIGHT EVEN CREATE A FALSE ILLUSION AND A DIFFERENT EFFECT THAN THE ONE YOU ARE TRYING TO ACHIEVE (FOR EXAMPLE, THE WAGON WHEELS IN OLD WESTERN MOVIES THAT APPEAR TO BE GOING BACKWARDS). BETWEEN SIMILAR SILHOUETTE POSITIONS—STEPS 1 AND 3 WITH THIS FOUR-DRAWING CYCLE OF A FAST RUN. NOTICE THAT ALL FOOT ACTION DRAWINGS ARE VARY: STEP 3 IS DIFFERENT THAN STEP 1 AND STEP 2 IS DIFFERENT THAN STEP 4. THERE IS A SINGLE CIRCULAR ACTION ON THE HEAD AND BODY INSTEAD OF A DOUBLE CIRCULAR ACTION AS IN THE WALK AND RUN. NOTICE HOW THE SPEED LINES AROUND THE FEET HELP ILLUSTRATE THE FAST ACTION.

THE CROSSSES ABOVE AND BELOW THE DRAWINGS REPRESENT A FIXED POINT ON THE SCREEN. THEY ENSURE THE PROPER POSITIONING OF THE FIGURE. IF YOU TRACE THESE REPEATS, BE SURE THE CROSSSES COINCIDE.
THE SNEAK

These are the key drawings in a 64-drawing sneak cycle. The missing numbers are in-betweens. Drawing 1 follows drawing 64. When tracing, be sure the crosses above and below the character coincide.
The sneak is a walk in which the recoil (after the foot contacts the ground) is exaggerated and the speed of the foot coming down into the contact position is slowed. This creates the illusion of stealth—that the feet are carefully placed to prevent noise and evade detection.

Not all sneaks are as violent as this one, but they are based on the same principle. This is a slow sneak; fewer in-betweens will speed it up.
THE SKIP

Here are the extremes of a 24-drawing skip cycle. The missing drawings are in-betweens (drawings spaced evenly between the extremes). The exceptions are steps 12 and 24. Notice the charts (callouts and numbers) explaining the uneven spacing on these drawings. Instead of being spaced evenly between steps 11 and 13, 12 is 1/3 of the way (closer to 11). The same thing happens with 24, which is 1/3 of the way between steps 23 and 1. Drawing 24 completes the cycle.

The body and the hands in the skip are the same as in the run. The difference is in the action of the foot that pushes the body off the ground and then raises in an arc and contacts the ground first.
THE CROSS MARKS ABOVE AND BELOW EACH DRAWING ARE REGISTRATION MARKS. TRACE EACH DRAWING ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER—MAKING SURE THE CROSSES OVERLAP—AND THEN FLIP THE DRAWINGS AND STUDY THE ACTION.
THE STRUT

Beginning with a pose on step 1, the Strut step starts on 8, and ends on 36. Then the character goes into another pose on 42. The action is complete as is and cannot be hooked up into a cycle. The walk is similar to the Strut, except in the Strut the high point in the action is when the foot contacts the ground, and the lowest point is when the foot is lifted. (In the Walk this is reversed.) Missing numbers in this action are in-betweens; some are unevenly spaced. When an in-between is unevenly spaced, a chart is made next to the extreme showing the in-between's position. All of these drawings are extremes. Below are the in-between charts that were put on them.
FOUR-LEGGED ANIMALS

This simplified skeleton divides the animal's body into three sections: the forequarters, the belly, and the rear quarters. Notice that the joints of the shoulder blades and the hip forms need to be defined or at least suggested in your drawings. After locating these pivot points, proceed with your drawing. Make the legs irregular—not too parallel.

After establishing the body shape and sweep, set a centerline or backbone. Then mark off the three points as shown on the horse on the opposite page. Fit or weave the parts together with the body rhythms.

The legs fold up or stretch out with the body. Based on the action of the pivot points and their paths of action, characters with these anatomical elements seem more realistic.

Dogs and deer run with a rotary gallop in which the opposite front and back legs lead. Cats, horses, and most other animals run with a transverse gallop in which the same front and back legs lead. In any run, either the left or the right front leg can lead, so there are two versions of every animal run in this book—simply reverse the lead leg.
CONSTRUCTION AND MOVEMENT
MORE FOUR-LEGGED ANIMALS

A WALK CYCLE IS TWO STEPS. ANIMAL WALKS THE BACK LEGS ARE USUALLY 1/2 STEP AHEAD OF THE FRONT LEGS (AS WITH THE HORSE TO THE LEFT). ABOVE, THE DOG’S BACK FEET ARE 3/4 STEP AHEAD, BUT THEY COULD BE 1/2 STEP AHEAD.
THE FLIGHT OF BIRDS

Here is a cycle of a bird flying from both the front and the side views. Drawing 8 is followed by Drawing 1. Drawing 1 here is the same wing position as Drawing 1 on page 123. Notice how the wings fold up as they rise in Drawings 2, 3, and 4. This part of the action is slower so there are more drawings to it. Consequently, you will see it longer. In Drawings 5, 6, and 7, the wings enlarge to catch more air. Then in Drawing 8 they quickly come down wide open (one drawing) to give the bird the push that carries it through the air.
NOT ALL BIRD WING ACTION IS AS VIOLENT AS THIS, BUT THE ACTION ILLUSTRATED HERE CAN BE MODIFIED FOR SMALLER BIRDS.
WALK - AS LEG LIFTS, HIPS TILT. CHEST TILTS OTHER WAY TO BALANCE.

RUN - ARMS LIFT AND SWING TO BALANCE HP TILT AND LEG ACTION.

TROT - OPPOSITE LEGS LIFT AND CONTACT TOGETHER IN SYNC. IN A FACE ACTION SEE THE SAME FRONT AND BACK LEGS WORK TOGETHER.

CANTER - THE BODY TILTS WITH A RISING AND FALLING ACTION THAT IS SIMILAR TO A CHILDREN'S SEE-SAW, CAUSING RIDER TO STAND.

TRANSVERSE GALLOP - LEFT LEGS CAN LEAD TOO. THE SAME LEGS LEAD, UNLIKE DOG AND DEEP THAT GALLOP WITH OPPOSITE LEGS LEADING.
FOUR-LEGGED WALK – THE BACK LEGS ARE ONE-HALF STEP AHEAD OF THE FRONT LEGS. THIS COMPLETE CYCLE IS TWO STEPS.

TRANSVERSE GALLOP – BOTH LEFT LEGS LEAD HERE. CAT ALSO GALLOPS LIKE HORSE (SEE LEFT) WITH RIGHT LEGS LEADING. JUST REVERSE LEGS.

COCKY BOUNCE WALK (ARMS WAVING) – FIRST DRAWING IS CONTACT, NEXT IS RECOIL, THEN A LIFT, THEN A HIGH "FLOAT," AND THEN BACK TO CONTACT (OPPOSITE FOOT).

RUN – SILHOUETTE OF RUNNER FROM LIVE ACTION FILM REVEALS CONCAVE ARC ICC. ON FOOT BEFORE CONTACT.
ANIMATION

An animator must consider a number of things when planning and creating animated movement. First, he or she must devise a plan for the action the character is supposed to perform. Once the plan is set, the actual movements of the character can be designed and rough sketches of the movements drawn. (At this stage, the animator should be well acquainted with the character so the movements will appear natural.) Next, key (or "extreme") character poses are drawn; then the key poses are used as guides to draw the in-between movements.

This chapter includes excellent practice exercises to help develop an understanding of timing in the animated sequences. The poses and extremes shown on pages 138-139 are simple, but excellent, examples.

Overlapping actions, holding poses, and other movements, as shown in the exercises involving the sheriff, the dancing girls, the hippo, and the alligator, are valuable examples of the highest-quality professional animation.

Other actions included in this chapter are the "take" (a surprise expression), straight-ahead and rhythm animation, balance and tilt in movement, and arcs, curves, and paths of action. The movement of legs, arms, and hands, and the anticipated movement or actions are covered in the section entitled "The Wave Principle." These are excellent methods for "waving" the animated movement in the proper directions. The chain reaction of waving actions is extremely important to character movement. Changing the speed of the animated movement, along with expressing attitudes, emotions, gestures, and reactions, can all be combined and fitted to your character.
SKETCHING BASICS—A SHORTHAND ART

Animators make a series of rough outline sketches that suggest the movement of a character. It is like handwriting words with no thought about forming individual letters—only about what you're saying (or acting). To draw a pose, make scribbles of what you see in your imagination. Then study the scribbles for suggestions, forget drawing—scribble!

A beginner can only become an animator through many hours of sketching, make many attempts. The sketch is like a plan for a building, so pick from several sketch attempts.

Reverse your sketch (turn it over on a light board) and redraw gently erase it with a kneaded eraser and redraw sketch it in colored pencil and then redraw in black.

This is an animator’s “rough.” A cleaned-up, finished detail drawing is made from this. You should know all about the skeleton, but animators don’t draw the skeleton first; they sketch the outline.

Scribbles can become multiple sketches. Keep trying to get a suggestion of what you want. A rough outline suggestion is the first step. It may take many scribble attempts. Use your imagination to develop the drawing.
DRAWING SMALL, "THUMBNAIL" SKETCHES OF IMPORTANT POSES BRINGS OUT THE OVERALL STRUCTURE AND APPEAL AND MAKES FOR BROADER DRAWING AND LESS ATTENTION TO DETAILS.

THESE KEY POSES OF A TIGER ACTION ARE FROM TRIAL SKETCHES. THEY MAY BE CHANGED TO FIT THE ACTION AS IT EVOLVES IN ANIMATION.
BALANCE AND TILT IN MOVEMENT

The "center of balance" line tips in a forward movement in proportion to the speed of the action.

However, characters can also run leaning backwards and the balance line can be a curve in an action (in any way).

A thrust in any direction triggers a chain reaction balance in the opposite direction in proportion to the speed.

These balancing reactions do not need to be simultaneous to the thrust action or to each other—they may overlap.
A thrust in a circular swing triggers a corresponding swing on the opposite side of the circle movement.

This circular path of action can be horizontal or tipped to any diagonal angle, or it can be a vertical circle.

As the chest thrusts with a thrust, the hips twist in the opposite direction in a balance reaction (or vice versa).

These balancing reactions need not follow the thrusts; they may precede and/or move after the thrust of action.

In a walk or a run the hips sag with the leg lifted, which triggers a chain balance reaction in the tilt of the chest, shoulders, and head. The arms swing higher on the relaxed side and lower on the other side.

This action gives weight to a heavy giant or a large animal with a ponderous, crashing gait. It is not typical of closely knit athletes. The resulting hip sway is a typical female move.

A VERTICAL THRUST UP OR DOWN CAN CREATE A VERTICAL REACTION. THIS ACTION IS IMPORTANT IN DIALOGUE MOVES OF THE HEAD AND ARMS AND IN ANTICIPATION ACTION DRAWINGS OF A HUNCH-CONTRACTION INTO A THRUST, WHEN THE LEG LIFTS, THE HEAD AND THE ARMS REACT BY LOWERING. IN A HEAVY DRAFT HORSE ACTION THE HEAD LOWERS AS THE LEG LIFTS IN A PULL.
The baseball pitcher goes through an elaborate balancing act as he lifts his foot in a windup before a leg swing that has been exaggerated in foreshortening, as he starts the pitch, the arm is delayed to give more violence to the action. Single-drawing draftsmanship is abandoned for the draftsmanship of a series we see in less than a second.
STRAIGHT-AHEAD AND RHYTHM ANIMATION

STRAIGHT-AHEAD ANIMATION (DRAWING EACH MOVE FROM THE BEGINNING IN A GROWTH SEQUENCE) IS USED FOR ACTIONS THAT INVOLVE RHYTHMS IN CHARACTER MOVEMENTS. THERE MAY BE SEVERAL OVERLAPPING SECONDARY ACTIONS MOVING IN A CHARACTER, AND EACH ONE HAS DIFFERENT TIMING AND RHYTHM. THEY ARE STARTED UNEVENLY BY TURNS, TWISTS, AND OTHER BODY ACTIONS. THEY ARE IMPOSSIBLE TO POSE-PLAN, AND MANY ARE DISCOVERED AS YOU ANIMATE STRAIGHT-AHEAD. START WITH A PLAN OF ACTION AND WORK WITH ROUGH SKETCH-ScriBBled AND RHYTHM LINES; AIM FOR THE SWEEP OF THE CHARACTER. KEEP A MODEL DRAWING ON A SLIP OF PAPER TO CHECK SIZES AND SCENE PERSPECTIVES.

A METHOD TO ANIMATE—VISUALIZE THE ENTIRE SCENE WITH PROJECTION POSES AT THE MOST IMPORTANT POINTS. THEN USING THESE DRAWINGS AS A GUIDE, MAKE PATHS OF ACTION (IF PRACTICAL) AND ANIMATE STRAIGHT-AHEAD FROM THE START TOWARD THE FIRST POSE. WHEN YOU NEAR THIS POSE, USE IT ONLY AS A GUIDE AND DO NOT WORK INTO IT UNLESS IT FITS THE RHYTHM PROGRESSION OF YOUR ACTION. DON'T HESITATE TO REVERSE, DISCOVER IMPROVEMENTS AS YOU PROGRESS. RESEARCH THE SCENE BY ACTING IT OUT IN FRONT OF A MIRROR OR STUDY LIVE-ACTION FILM RESEARCH. MAKE THUMBNAIL SKETCHES; ANIMATE FROM YOUR IMAGINATION; CREATE ROUGHLY COMPLETE ALL DRAWINGS AND MAKE A FILM PENCIL TEST (FILMING THE PENCIL ROUGH-S).
Notice how this smooth-flowing "rhythm pattern" relates to the animation cycle of the dog above. The smooth movement of the little character below is broken when he falls.
ANTICIPATION • ACTION • REACTION


A       B
START AT A
       DRAW-BACK
GO PAST B
MOVE
       BACK TO B

THE SLEIGHTER MOVE IN ANY DIRECTION MAY BE REINFORCED WITH A MOVE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION, INTO AN ANTICIPATION BEFORE THE ACT, AND THEN A RECOVERY PROCESS. NOTE: THE ACTUAL CONTACT DRAWING IS OF SUCH LITTLE VALUE THAT IT IS OFTEN BEST TO ELIMINATE IT, AS SHOWN AT RIGHT, ON PAGE 137.

IN THE GOLF SWING WE ELIMINATE THE CENTER DRAWING OF THE CLUB ACTUALLY HITTING THE BALL; IN A FOOTBALL KICK, WE SKIP THE FOOT CONTACTING THE BALL, ETC. THE EFFECT OF THIS TRICK IS A CORRECTNESS OF EXECUTION BECAUSE YOU NEVER SEE IT.

IN THE ACTIONS AT RIGHT WE DON'T ACTUALLY SEE THE RABBIT CONTACT THE BULLDOG OR THE WOODCUTTER HIT THE TREE. THIS IS NOT A TRICK; IT'S A TIMING EXAGGERATION.

HOWEVER, A TRICK LIKE THE MAGICIAN'S SLEIGHT OF HAND IS VALUABLE TO THE ANIMATOR. CALLED A "FAKE," IT IS USED IN SITUATIONS LIKE THE DRAWING OF THE WOODCUTTER, WHO FITS THE ACTION SIMPLY, AND THE TRUTH IS A QUICK, CONFUSING TWIST ON THE AXE, WHEN AN ACTION IS CONCEALED FOR A FLASH OR WHEN A QUICK MOVEMENT LOSES THE EYE, CHANGE THE LEGS, HANDS, OR WHATEVER AWKWARD SITUATION YOU ARE IN.
STRAIGHT-AHEAD ANIMATION

There are two distinct methods of animating: (1) The STRAIGHT-AHEAD method (shown above), which simply involves drawing one move after another in an evolving sequence of growth, and (2) the POSE-PLANNING method, which is accomplished by sketching "KEY" or "EXTREME" poses (as shown with the mouse on page 139) and then filling in the action with IN-BETWEEN drawings.

The character above walks for three steps and then reached down for the kitten; here the foot contact extremes are placed in a straight path of action. Then the character changes his "acting"—He anticipates the reach for the kitten by lifting his arms and moving his head back. The head stays back to counterbalance the reaching arms; it then follows through in an overlapping action as the kitten is lifted. The walk is an overlapping action. Each action must fit the mood of the story; there is a time and a place for each animation approach.
POSE-PLANNING DRAMATICS

The importance of the extreme drawing is best illustrated using pendulum action (see page 136). Plan well-defined actions (such as a walk or run) by first drawing a path of action using perspective (pages 74-75), and then rendering the same cycle drawing in progressive positions. The in-between drawings are planned with spacing charts (which also indicate the arc of the action in case other artists complete the scene) and roughed in by the animator. The in-between can radically change an action—either improving or stunting it.

The mouse in the example demonstrates the importance of pose-planning. These types of scenes are based on the drama, gestures, or attitude of poses—not the specific action. The key poses must be carefully thought out because they are used to enhance the action, presentation of drama, and mood; they reinforce the story, scene composition, and drawing points.
ARCS • CURVES • PATHS OF ACTION

A character moves in paths of action that either curve or go straight. If a drawing is placed in an action that does not fit the path or spacing plan, a jitter, a jerk, or an unrealistic action will occur. You don't need to chart all the paths; you can see them when you flip the drawings. The degree of arc in an in-between can either improve or stunt an action.

Experiment with the degree of arc in the in-betweens. Will the girl's action above be improved if a drawing between 1 and 2 dips lower in a crouch anticipation than the path indicated?

What if a drawing between the high 3 and 4 were higher? What if a drawing after 7 were lower? Try to think like this... experiment... flip the drawings to see if you are correct!
MULTIPLE ACTION PATHS IN BOUNCE-STRUT

Using this double bounce-strut as a guide, try animating the same actions and paths using Rowdy Rabbit from pages 40 and 41.

It is imperative that you consult the drawings going into A and out of B. Check at least two prior drawings and a following extreme. There are two things to notice: (1) what is the right arc, if any, and (2) is the drawing exactly in between, or is it closer to A or B according to the progression of drawings? This is arc and swing. Experiment! You will learn the trick of taking drawings off pegs, shifting the extremes so the details coincide, placing the corners of your in-between paper between the two shifted extremes, and making an in-between on much easier terms than the pegs allow. It is best to make a light mechanical drawing—no matter how crude—between lines, and then correct the drawing of the in-between, flipping all the time.
THE WAVE PRINCIPLE

RHYTHM IN ANIMATION ACTION IS BASED ON THE WAVE PRINCIPLE. THE "LINE OF BEAUTY CURVE" (LIKE AN "S") ANIMATES AS A WAVE INTO THE OPPOSITE Z-SHAPE AND BACK. THE WAVE IS PUSHED OR MANIPULATED FROM ONE SIDE TO THE OTHER.

THE FIRST THREE DIAGRAMS ABOVE ARE WAVED FROM THE BASE; THE FOURTH IS WAVED FROM THE TOP. BE SURE TO WAVE RHYTHM IN THE RIGHT DIRECTIONS. IN THE EXAMPLE, THE HORSE WAVES THE COWBOY AROUND LIKE A FLAG.

IN ANIMATION WE BUILD FROM THE FIRST DRAWING (AS WITH THE HORSE) AND START A CHAIN REACTION OF RHYTHM LINES WAVING. USE THE SECOND DRAWING AS A GUIDE. THEN WHEN YOU GET THERE, REVISE IT SO IT FITS THE SERIES WAVE PROGRESSION AND ANATOMY PROGRESSION. THIS PRINCIPLE APPLIES TO ALL ANIMATED CURVES.
DELAYED SECONDARY ACTION

MAKE OVERLAPPING ACTION WHenever YOU CAN. WHEN ANIMATING A CHARACTER FROM ONE POINT TO ANOTHER, DONT GO THERE WITH ALL PARTS OF THE CHARACTER AT ONCE. INSTEAD, ARRIVE WITH DELAYED SECONDARY ACTIONS, AS ILLUSTRATED ON THIS PAGE.

WITH DELAYED SECONDARY ACTIONS, ALWAYS GET A GOOD FOLLOW THROUGH ON LOOSE MOVING SECONDARY OBJECTS, SUCH AS COAT TAILS, HAIR, EARS, AND TAILS. IN THE SQUIRREL ACTION AT RIGHT, ON PAGE 145, THE FEET ARRIVE FIRST, THEN THE BODY RISES. AFTER THIS, THE ARMS MAY ARRIVE, FOLLOWED BY THE TAIL.

THE DOUBLE PENDULUM ACTION ABOVE ILLUSTRATES A PRIMARY ACTION OF THE DARK CIRCLE FROM A TO B, FOLLOWED BY TWO SECONDARY ACTIONS OF THE PENDULUMS. THIS PRINCIPLE IS ALSO APPLIED TO THE ACTION OF THE DOG GRABBING A BUTTERFLY WITH THE PRIMARY ACTION OF HIS ARMS, HIS HIPS AND BODY ARE SIMILAR TO THE TOP PENDULUM, AND HIS FEET AND TAIL ARE SECONDARY TO HIS HIPS, LIKE THE LOWER PENDULUM DIAGRAMS. THIS PRINCIPLE IS ALSO APARENT IN HIS HEAD, WHICH SWINGS FROM HIS ARMS, AND THE EARS PENDULUM FROM THE HEAD.

DELAYED SECONDARY ACTIONS ARE EFFECTIVE IN PUTTING LIFE INTO POSES AND HOLDS. A CHAIN OF PARTS CAN ARRIVE LATE AT DIFFERENT TIMES AND IN DIFFERENT TIMINGS TO TAKE THE CURSE OFF ANY HOLD DRAWING: THEN VARIOUS PARTS, SUCH AS THE EYES, CAN "TELEGRAPH" THE NEXT MOVE IN SECONDARY ACTIONS THAT PRECEDE IT, THUS, LIMITED ANIMATION FOR TV CAN BECOME VERY CONVINCING. HOWEVER, THIS IS NOT AN ECONOMY ANIMATION FORMULA; IT IS BASED ON LIFE. NOTHING MOVES IN EQUAL COMPARTMENTS OF ALL PARTS IN UNISON.
STUDY THE DELAYED ACTION OF THE SQUIRREL'S TAIL.
IN FAST ACTION, as above, the character stretches, goes into a blur effect, disappears for a frame, and then reappears at the objective. Multiple images can speed the action.

The animated blur replaced leg action in a three or four drawing twirl, as shown. Characters explode from anticipation out of scene with animated speed lines, as shown at right.

AS SHOWN IN THE ELF (OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP RIGHT), MULTIPLE IMAGES OF A FAST-MOVING HAND (OR LEG) CARRY THE ILLUSION OF THE MOVEMENT BETTER, THUS A FAST-MOVING LEG OR ARM PASSING THE BODY IS AN IMAGE ON EACH SIDE.

VERTICAL IMPACT—AFTER A FAST FALL, THE IMPACT WITH THE EARTH IS USUALLY HANDLED WITH A VIOLENT, VERTICAL STAGGER. LITTER OF THE BACKGROUND, HOWEVER, CLASSIC IMPACTS IN GREAT CARTOONS HAVE ALSO INCORPORATED ANIMATED REVERBERATION EFFECTS IN THE BACKGROUND—FOR EXAMPLE, DISTANT ROCKS RISING AND FALLING FROM THE SHOCK WAVES. OTHER GREAT IMPACTS HAVE CREATED ANIMATED CRATERS AND SMOKE.

SPEED EFFECTS—CLOUDS OF DUST AND/OR SMOKE ARE STIRRED UP BY THE SPEED OF THE BULL CHASE. SPEED-LINE BLUR EFFECTS OFTEN FOLLOW, INCLUDING FRAGMENTS OF DOUBLE IMAGES. AS SUCH SPEED GOES THROUGH A QUIET, STILL BACKGROUND, THE GRASS AND TREES ARE SUCKED IN THE DIRECTION OF THE PASSING TORNADO. THESE SPECIAL EFFECTS INVOLVE ANIMATED BACKGROUNDS.
A "TAKE" registers a character's sudden surprise in a cartoon. The average cartoon is full of takes. Some are subdued; others are violent like the one on this page. The take is usually preceded by a good anticipation drawing, such as Step B. The character sees his date for the evening in Step A, cringes into anticipation in Step B, and then flies up into a wild take in Step C.
SURPRISE REACTION

Almost anything can happen in a take: the figure may stagger or fly through the air, the eyes may pop out, or loose hair, coattails, etc., may fly up and contribute to the surprise effect.
EXPRESSING AN ATTITUDE

GESTURES, MANNERISMS, ATTITUDES OF POSTURE, AND OUTBURSTS ARE A LANGUAGE OF ANIMATION THAT SPEAKS EMOTIONS AND REVEALS CHARACTER THROUGH YOUR DRAWINGS. AS THE ART DEVELOPS, THE COMIC CHARACTERS BEGIN TO “THINK” AND ASSUME PREDICTABLE CHARACTER—MOST OF IT HILARIOUS. HOWEVER, IN LATER DISNEY FEATURES THE ANIMATED ART OFTEN REACHED A HIGH POINT OF MOVING PEOPLE TO TEARS. THE ANIMATOR BECAME A “REAL” ACTOR.

HERE ARE SOME RULES FOR THESE ACTORS: (1) NEVER MOVE OR “FREEZE” WITHOUT MEANING, (2) HOLD A GESTURE AS LONG AS POSSIBLE TO LET IT REGISTER AND SINK IN, AND (3) DON’T OVER-GESTURE. MAKE EVERYTHING WORK FOR YOU: EARS, TAIL, HAIR, LEGS, FEET, CLOTHING, ETC. FOR THE ACTION, MAKE A FEW THUMB NAIL SKETCHES AND A

SHORT SCRIPT. FOR EXAMPLE: DOG WITH RED HAT ON PAGE 154 SNEAKS IN AND STOPS IN FORWARD DROUCH; THE BIG EYES LOOK FROM SIDE TO SIDE AND THE BODY BECOMES BROAD; THE HANDS FOLLOW THROUGH SLOWLY TO LIPS (SHOW CONSPIRACY); IT MOVES INTO POSE SLOWLY, AND THEN THE EARS AND TAIL OVERLAP IN POSE.
EMOTION · GESTURE · REACTING


IN THE “TAKE” OF THE MOUSE ABOVE, THE MOUSE BOWS INTO AN ANTICIPATION CROUCH OR CONTRACTION THAT IS ALWAYS BRIEF, AND THEN SPRINGS INTO THE STRETCH EXPANSION (ALSO BRIEF), AND THEN IN A SCRAMBLE REVERSES TO NORMAL-SIZE LOOK. THIS ANIMATION REACTION HAS WIDE USE IN MANY FORMS. IT CAN BE REVERSED WITH THE STRETCH FIRST, THEN CROUCH CONTRACTION, AND THEN INTO LOOK.

ANIMATIONS HAVE DRAWINGS LIKE BEAR NO. 2 ON PAGE 150 AND SLOW-BURN NO. 2, BELOW, THAT NEED TO BE HELD OR PROLONGED WITH CLOSE ADJACENT DRAWINGS. THE BEAR COULD BINK, AND NO. 2 OF THE BURN COULD SLOWLY MOVE FURTHER BACK.

ANIMATION IS A CALCULATED SPACING OF CARTOONS THAT CAN BRING GESTURES LIKE THESE TO LIFE. EACH OF THESE GESTURES REQUIRES: (1) RELATED ANIMATION ACTING INTO THE POSE, (2) OVERLAPPING ACTION INTO AND OUT OF THE POSE, AND (3) THE SUBTLE ANIMATION OF THE POSE, OR A “FREEZE” WITH DRAMATIC MEANING. WHEN ANIMATING, NEVER GO TO A PLACE ALL AT ONCE UNLESS THERE’S A REASON (WHICH ISN’T OFTEN). HERE ARE THREE CLASSIC ANIMATION PATTERNS: THE BEAR “DOPPLE-TAKE” INTO POSE (PAGE 150), THE MOUSE “TAKE” INTO POSE (ABOVE), AND ONE VERSION OF THE GREAT “SLOW-BURN” (BELOW).
THE BODY LANGUAGE ACTOR

MAKE A COLLECTION OF BODY GESTURE CARTOONS AND PHOTOS.
WEIGHT—RECOIL EFFECTS

WEIGHT is registered in animation by:
1. The visual struggle to move weight.
2. The visual effects of stopping weight.
3. The timing caused by immobility and gravity.
4. Chain balance due to types of bag.

LIGHT WEIGHT is registered by:
1. The spring up with no resistance.
2. The elimination of recoil processes.
3. Timing caused by mobility and float.
4. No sag, stress, strain, or squash.

THE BOUNCING BALL PRINCIPLE illustrates the basic recoil-squash contraction and the stretch-elongation that are part of most character movement. The elephant at right shows overlapping squash, recoil, and stretch.

THE OFF-CENTER BALANCE is caused by one-sided weight (left).

THE CHAIN BALANCE is exaggerated in a figure action caused by high bag, such as with heavy giants and animals (see page 131).

STRAIN is created when moving heavy bodies or weights.

STRESS is created when pulled and pushed anatomy shows weight (right).
THE TIMING OF A CHARACTER ACTION HAS A GREAT DEAL TO DO WITH WEIGHT—OR LACK OF IT. AS SHOWN, THE RECOIL PROCESS TAKES TIME FOR AN ELEPHANT, WHILE THE DEER HARDLY TOUCHES THE EARTH, SPRINGS UP, AND FLOATS, UNTouched BY GRAVITY.
OVERLAPPING ACTION (NOTE: This rule holds true in the majority of animation actions) —When animating a character from one point to another, don’t go there all at once. The main action can be preceded and followed by lesser actions that relate to, or are the result of, the main action. These are known as “overlapping actions” and the proper use of them will greatly improve the quality of your work. Notice that from the anticipation in step B, the cop comes to an extreme accent in step 10 as he starts saying “ALL RIGHT!” The main action of the figure causes a lesser action — or reaction — on the cop’s stomach. Down in step 10, it recoils in steps 13 to 16, bounces back in step 18, and then finally settles back up in step 24. In other words, a main action between steps 6 and 10 has caused an overlapping lesser action to occur from step 10 all the way to step 24.

FOLLOW-THROUGH — Another rule of animation is that when a flag — or something similar — is waved or jerked, the flag will follow a definite curving path that is determined by the position of the mast a split second before the movement. In animation this natural law is called the “rule of follow-through.” Study the ends of the coat here. Put this type of follow-through action on all flexible, loosely-hanging objects in a strict sense, any object that “gives” in animation has a certain amount of follow-through action.

SQUASH AND STRETCH — When a sandbag moves through the air, it will stretch in the direction of the movement. Then when its progress is arrested, it will “squash” out. If it were alive (anything can happen in a cartoon), it would also squash from anticipating the action in which it stretches. Notice steps 8 and 10 above. The proper use of squash and stretch will strengthen an action. It is essential in creating a feeling of weight in characters.
THE SQUASH AND STRETCH PRINCIPLE

IF YOU TRACE THIS CHARACTER, REMEMBER THAT THE CROSSES ABOVE AND BELOW EACH DRAWING ARE AT A FIXED POINT ON THE SCREEN, SO THEY SHOULD LINE UP.
Dancing Hippo

During her performance the Hippo Ballerina makes a jump and turn lasting one second, or twelve drawings of two frames each. The method is straight-ahead animation.

Each drawing evolves from several of the preceding drawings. The animator flips the drawings like a "flip book" and may work on several at once.

SQUASHED TO ENORMOUS PROPORTIONS ACCENTUATED BY THE FORCED PERSPECTIVE. THE HIPPO BALLERINA SWINGS HER ARMS UP TO CREATE A MOMENTUM FORCE TO LIFT THE HUGE BODY (SEE JUMP IN SPACING).
ALLIGATOR BALLET

IN THIS TYPE OF ANIMATION, THE ANIMATOR MUST MAKE EVERY DRAWING COUNT BECAUSE EACH ONE IS A SEPARATE IDENTITY—NOT AN IN-BETWEEN. (THE USUAL METHOD OF OUTLINING THE ACTION WITH A FEW EXTREMES AND THEN Relying on an assistant to fit in the remaining drawings is not used.) EACH MOVE OF THE ALLIGATOR HAS A QUALITY ALL ITS OWN AND MUST GROW FROM THE PRECEDEING DRAWING.
THE DRAWINGS AT THE TOP OF THE PAGE MAY LEAD BACK AND FORTH TO THE SAME DRAWINGS AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE. THE DRAWINGS ARE NOT AN ANIMATION AS FLIPPED AND DRAWN TOGETHER. THIS TYPE OF DRAWING IS USED FOR ACTING AND ANIMATION.
When the animator has completed the scene of the alligator ballet action, each drawing is photographed two times (2x) for a rough film test (twelve drawings are viewed in one second on the film). He then uses a revolving-prism editing viewer or a moyola projection machine to analyze the action to decide whether each frame fits or not. He then makes any necessary changes. Through this process of animating and film.
Testing, the animator learns how to time and space the drawings to achieve the proper speed in each of the primary and secondary actions that simulate reality. He will also learn how many drawings are needed to register and see anticipations, poses, and reactions. On film, you do not see just one of these alligator drawings; you see the sequences. Note: this process is explained in greater detail in chapter 5.
THE HIPPO IN DISNEY'S MOVIE FANTASIA WAS CONCEIVED IN THIS EXPERIMENTAL ANIMATION.
I made the model sheets and animated her in the ballet.
WOMEN move in a distinct manner because of balance. The knees and elbows tend toward inward arcs in action. A throw with the elbow in and almost a push in the release is typical. (In contrast, an athlete swings the elbow wide in a whip-release throw.) When the leg lifts the foot off the ground, the hips tilt as the support is removed, causing a chain reaction in balance in the entire figure (right). The chest and hips should be animated with perspective guides, just like the head. All three are in a constant state of tipping in balance. At left is a torso formula. The rhythm sweeps (above) are of vital importance to create grace and beauty.
BUILDING AN ACTION

This dancing girl action is developed like stacking building blocks—one on top of another. The first drawings are rhythm scribbles. After each one is made, the drawings are flipped to study how the action is progressing. When the sketches are all on pegs (see page 218), the actions can be revised and re-revised, like changing dots in the pages of a flip book. This girl’s leg did not swing high and wide at first; I made a series of scribbles over the first crude sketches to revise the action. Then these roughs were made of what I imagined seeing in these forms.
A DANCE KICK

This dancing girl rises from a twist-posed (1), steps (13) into a dance-kick (23 through 31), then into a back step and sinking action (49), and into a reversal of pose 1 (on 26—on only odd numbers). Thus, drawings 1 through 49 reversed animate the girl in a kick to the left, and back to 1 for a cycle. This kick has a double top stagger in that the action of the entire figure raises the leg to 23, sinks to 25, and raises again to push the leg out in a kick at 27.
BACKGROUND CONTROL
CHARACTER METAMORPHOSIS ANIMATION
THE PRACTICE OF
METAMORPHOSIS
(Often called
“morphing”) is a
valuable tool
in animation.
In this scene,
METAMORPHOSIS is
used in two ways:
1. A special lighting
effect known as
“CRUSH-DISSOLVE” is
used to change
the background
from light to dark.
2. The four dragons
are “morphed” into a
single fire-
breathing dragon
monster. Study
the changes
shown in this
sequence. When
you use this
technique, the
action should
flow gradually
and smoothly.
COMPOSITION • STAGING • DRAMA

THE DRAMA PORTRAYED BY THE COMPOSITION FIRST CATCHES THE EYE, AND THEN DIRECTS THE EYE TO THE CENTER OF INTEREST BY VARIOUS DEVICES. AS SHOWN ON PAGE 178, THE CHARACTERS MAY BEND FORWARD AND LOOK AT IT, OR THE ABSTRACT DESIGN MAY POINT AT IT, INTERSECT IT, FRAME IT, CIRCLE IT, OR BEND AROUND IT (JUST AS PARENTHESSES DO). THE CHARACTER IS ACCENTED BY COLOR DIFFERENCE, CONTRAST, OR TONE; IT IS CLEAR OF DETRACTING DETAIL (SEE DUCK ABOVE) AND ISOLATED; AND IT MAY ALSO BALANCE THE COMPOSITION IN IMPORTANCE.

COMPOSITIONS CAN BALANCE LIKE A SCALE WITH EQUAL WEIGHTS (AREAS), OR AS A BALANCE OF INTEREST, ANY SMALL, ISOLATED OBJECT OF GREAT IMPORTANCE CAN BALANCE A HUGE OBJECT.

CHARACTERS ARE FIT AND WOVEN TOGETHER IN A GROUP WITH RHYTHM LINES, STRAIGHT LINES THAT ALIGN, AND AREAS THAT FIT IN PATTERNS.

THE ALIGNMENT OF CHARACTER ABSTRACT LINES CREATES CIRCULAR AND CURVED RHYTHM LINES AND THE HORIZONTALS, VERTICALS, AND DIAGONALS.

THE VIEWER'S EYE LEVEL IS IMPORTANT WHEN HE LOOKS AT GRANDUR OR BIG MONSTERS FROM A WORM'S-EYE VIEW, OR WHEN HE LOOKS DOWN AT SMALL THINGS.

APPRECIATE THE VALUE OF SILHOUETTES TO DEFINE AND CLEARLY TELL THE STORY IN TWO DIMENSIONS; EVEN IN GROUPS THEY DEFINE ALL ALONG (AS SHOWN ON PAGE 179).
**DIALOGUE**

Dialogue, mouth movements, body movements, and facial expressions all work together to portray the correct animation of the character. The examples on pages 138-139 are a great beginning for turning your character into an actor. Although it is interesting when your cartoon character simply walks across the screen, making it speak with the proper mouth movements and adding the gestures that go along with them turn the character into an actor with a distinctive personality. This is when the real excitement of animation begins.

A world of professional knowledge is contained here, including tips on how to keep your character’s movements lifelike and real. Mouth movements used in dialogue make the character seem alive, and the dialogue delivery develops the personality of the character. In addition, the information on scientific phonetics is invaluable. Included are diagrams showing mouth positions, along with a thorough explanation of how sounds are made using the throat, tongue, teeth, and lips. Schedule diagrams showing timing and duration of sounds, along with explanations of what sounds are nasal, throat, or explosive, are covered.

Study the charts and the mouth drawings, paying close attention to the studies of the consonant sounds, the vowel sounds, and the diphthong vowel sounds. By studying this entire chapter, you can make your character say anything you wish, while creating the personality you had in mind when you first designed it.
AN ACTOR/ANIMATOR HAS AN ENORMOUS RANGE OF FACIAL EXPRESSIONS. HE OFTEN STUDIES THESE EXPRESSIONS IN A MIRROR SO HE WILL BE BETTER ABLE TO DRAW THEM. EVERY EXPRESSION IS BASED ON FOUR FACTORS: THE EYEBROWS, THE EYES, THE EYELIDS, AND THE MOUTH/ Cheek Area. All affect the expression and they must all work together.

Many expressions are not symmetrical, but they don't have to be. An asymmetrical expression can change your animation to a nonsymmetrical look with dramatic effect.

The animation principle of contraction to expansion to normal or expansion to contraction to normal is very important in facial action and effect. Overlapping action of the four factors can improve many actions. For example, an eye blinks (contracts), opens wide (expands), and then goes into normal pose, followed in an overlapping action by the eyebrows and then the mouth/cheek expressions. The face is a continuous overlapping action of contraction and expansion. Make a cassette recording of the dialogue, then play and study it when animating. Mouth and act out each phrase and sentence many times before drawing the act.

In addition to the facial features, the tilt angle at which the head is held, the direction the character is looking, and the movement of the head in relation to the body all help to create expression. The simple tilting of the head into a posture related to the facial expression can convey a broader emotional range. For example, a hand puppet operates on a tilt and body twist alone, without the benefit of accurate phonetic mouthing or any facial action whatsoever to convey emotions. Manipulating a hand puppet is excellent dialogue research for an animator to learn how a mere five-degree change in tilt can convey a different emotion. Many tilts or head turns are gestures in the action, such as a nod for affirmative dialogue, a shake sideways for negativity, or a certain jerk to point toward another character, etc.
As shown at the left, when the hands and arms gesture the dialogue, the head tilts to balance these moves in the opposite direction. This results in an overlapping action and follow-through that can improve many dialogue actions. The action at the left could be saying the dialogue on page 100. You fit it in to B by "all of the boys," and B to C is "caution A."

An accent in dialogue action can occur at an action start or stop, any change in spacing, or any change in direction. Accent the start or phrases of dialogue as well as the loud sounds in the track. Divide the dialogue into phrases of action and expression. Often, one facial expression should dominate an entire scene to effectively advance the plot and say more than the mere words.
DIALOGUE
CHARACTER
ACTING

This is a model sheet for a proposed animated series of the Honeymooners. The drawings define the range of body language expressions that were the repertoire of the original actors. These actions reinforced the dialogue script, which is what made the TV series so funny and entertaining. These drawings show the actions of the characters as they react to the unfolding drama. The animator can make a character appear to "think" by using these expressions, and nothing is more fascinating than to see the "wheels go round" in the mind of an animated character.
RUNNING A GAMUT OF EMOTIONS, THE ACTING HERE ADVANCES THE PLOT—IN AN UPROAR OF DRAMA, THE HEIGHT OF THE ART IS TO SURPRISE THE VIEWER WITH THE CHARACTER'S EXPRESSIONS ... LEADING FROM ONE CRISIS TO ANOTHER ... ON THE WAY TO THE FINAL CRISIS ... IN THE ANTONS OF PEOPLE WHO ARE DRAWN ... BUT COME TO LIFE WITH THE ART OF THE ACTOR-ANIMATOR. THE ACTING AND EXPRESSIONS OF THE FACE, BODY LANGUAGE, BODY ACTION EXPRESSIONS, AND GESTURES, LINKED TO DIALOGUE, ALL ADD UP TO THE CREATION OF AN ANIMATED PERSONALITY.
DIALOGUE

Below are the main mouth expressions used in dialogue. The face is an elastic mass that can be squashed or stretched to fit the mouth expressions. This creates a good contrast between positions that helps your animation. Study yourself in a mirror as you speak the words you are animating. Pronounce the words distinctly and the correct mouth positions will be apparent.

THE VOWELS

A and I

O

E

U

When animating a group of words, study the words as they sound when they are spoken quickly. It is best to follow this overall mouth pattern and repress or modify individual syllables that are not important to the whole.
THE CONSONANTS

CDGKNRSTHY AND Z

L (SOMETIMES LIKE D OR T H)

W AND Q

M B AND P

F AND V (SOMETIMES LIKE D OR T H)

BELOW, TO HELP GET YOU STARTED, I HAVE COMBINED A FEW MOUTH POSITIONS TO MAKE WORDS.

HELLO PETE FINE DAY

S N'T IT HOW ARE YOU?
MOUTH ACTION · PRONUNCIATION

CONSONANTS

m p b
f v
n t d l
r th th
s z sh zh
ch j
ng k g
h with o-u

q
wh w

VOWELS

e y
i (ai)
æ u
ə a
ʌ u
ʊ o
ʊ o
ʊ o
ʊ o
ʊ o (ɪə)
i e a
o u

Nasalized Mouth Arrangement -

Footnote - Number between drawing - Jump in size

English -

All of the boys caught a fish.

O1 äv thë boiz kût ăfish

Webster Pronunciation Symbols -

Nasalized Mouth Arrangement -

th k

O1-ä-vë-b-o-iz-ðæeif/ëish
THE ANIMATOR CREATE AN ILLUSION OF SPEECH—
THAT IS BASED ON REALITY.
AN ANIMATOR ANALYZES REAL MOUTH ACTION FROM
PHONETIC SCIENCE. THE PRONUNCIATION GUIDES IN
THE DICTIONARY, AND HIS OWN MOUTH ACTION.

WHEN YOU PRONOUNCE "ALL OH," YOUR MOUTH
SHAPES THE SOUND "OL." THE "A" IN "ALL" IS LIKE
THE "O" SOUNO IN "SOUND" OR "SAWN." THE "E" IN "OH" IS AN ITALIAN "A" SOUNO AS "AH" OR
"AHH," ENGLISH IS IRREGULAR.

A FAMOUS EXAMPLE IS THE WORD "FISH." THESE
LANGUAGE SOUNDS COULD BE DESCRIBED "OH + 0." IT
SOUNDS "EN-JOH," "IN-JOH," AND "TAN.

IN THE PHONETIC CHART AT LEFT, THE ITALIAN "A" IS
PLACED AT THE BOTTOM WHERE OF THE MOUTH. THE
"E" AT THE TOP FRONT. AND THE "O" AT THE TOP
BACK. THESE ARE THE VOWEL EXTREME. THE
CONSONANT "P" IS AN EXTREME "S," AND THE "Y" IS
CONTINUATION OF "I." THE CHART IS A PATH TO
FOLLOW.

THE PHONETIC "P" IS REALLY TWO SOUNDS BLENDED:
"P" AND "T." AS "T" AND "D." MOUTH IT. THE
WORD "PEP." ACTUALLY ANALYZE THE SOUNO "P"
FOR ANIMATORS.

AMERICAN MOUTH "P" AS "P," A SCOTTISH "P" IS LIKE
"P-H-O-."

ACCORDING TO PHONETIC SCIENCE, "U," "N," "L," AND "NG"
ARE HARMOンド AND LOCAL眾 "CH," "TH," "SH," "X," AND "S"
ARE EXPANSION OF "P." AND THE "S" IS APPEXXT
HARMOンド. "L" AND "D" ARE EXPANSION OF "N.
"R" AND "B" ARE EXPANSION OF "Y." (A SOUND
WITHOUT A LETTER.

THE DIALOGUE IS ENTERED ON THE EXPOSURE SHEET
BY THE TRACK-READER. THE SOUND AND VOLUME OF
EACH FRAME ARE ALSO INDICATED. THE MOUTH
SHAPES ON THE EXPOSURE SHEET HERE ARE A GUIDE
FOR YOU. THEY ARE NOT USUALLY DRAWN ON THE
SHEET.

MOUTHS SHOULD FIT THE CHARACTER AND THE
NOSE. WHEN AN ASSOCIATION MANAGEMENT IS CLEARED OUT OF THE
CORNER OF HIS MOUTH AND THE DIALOGUE IS A
SLIGHT VARIATION IN THE DIALOGUE.

STUDY YOUR OWN MOUTH ACTION IN A MIRROR.
STUDY THE GENERAL FLOW OF SHAPES THROUGH A
SENTENCE. YOUR MOUTH MOVES IN A CONTINUOUS MOVEMENT. THE FASTER THE SPEECH,
THE MORE THE WORDS ARE BLENDED UNTIL AN
ENTIRE SENTENCE IS MOUTHED AS JUST ONE WORD.

THERE IS A SPEECH LIMIT WITH SPEECH, AND
ANIMATION THAT PASSES THIS LIMIT CHATTERS
UNREALISTIСALLY, DESTROYING THE ILLUSION. THIS IS
CAUSED BY TOO MANY JUMPS FROM ONE TO THE NEXT.
THE AVERS PATH, DON'T MAKE JUMPS TOO CLOSE
TOGETHER OR MAKE TOO MANY TOGETHER. IN THE
EXPOSURE TIMING, ALSO, MAKE JUMPS BEFORE
WHEN THE MOUTH OPENS.

IMPORTANT VOWELS ARE TREATED LIKE A POSE WITH
PLenty OF KEYS TO MAKE THEM REGISTER.

MANY MOUTHS IN YOUR ACTION CAN BE INFLUENCED
OY MODIFIED IN SHAPE TO FIT ADJOINING MOUTHS,
RESULTING IN SMOOTHER ACTION. MANY
CHARACTERS CANNOT PRODUCE WORDS WITH ALL
THESE POSITIONS ON THE CHART (P-L), FOR EXAMPLE,
AND MANY GESTURES LIMIT MOUTH SHAPES, SO
JUST TRY TO DRAW IN THE DIRECTION OF THE CORRECT
MOUTH (BLIND).
THE HECKLER

LOOKS ANGRY — COMES DOWN INTO ANTICIPATION — THEN SAYS:

"K
I
LL"

"Y
UH"

"G
E"

"T
H"

"E
RE"

"K
I"

THE CLEANED UP "KEY" DRAWINGS ABOVE WILL GIVE YOU AN IDEA OF HOW DIALOGUE CAN BE ANIMATED. THE FIRST DRAWING IS A TWELVE-
DRAWING "HOLD" (THE MIDDLE NUMBERS ARE IN-BETWEEN DRAWINGS PUT IN BY ASSISTANT ARTISTS).
"I"  RE"  "K"  I

"TAKES"  INTO SURPRISED LOOK  SAD EXPRESSION AS HE -

HEAD BARE AS HE SLOWLY TURNS AND WATCHES CORPSE CARRIED OUT. (TRUMPET PLAYS TAPS)

STANDS UP

REACHES FOR HAT

STANDS UP

REACHES FOR HAT

(ANTICIPATES TAKE)

(SHOT OFFSTAGE)

"U"

"E"

"D"
This chapter includes clear explanations of many technical topics: tinting and spacing patterns, background layout drawings, the cartoon storyboard, and the synchronization of camera, background, characters, sound, and music.

The storyboard and script are the foundations for the rest of the animation. Methods of synchronizing dialogue with character actions and gestures and camera positions are shown on a single chart that ties them all together into smooth, progressive animation. Cycles of planned animation and limited animation cutouts that can save a great amount of time on certain types of animation are shown on pages 200-203. The use of background pans, overlays, and cels is also explained.

Pointers on how to set up and build your own animation studio and camera compound are shown and discussed on page 218. You can make your studio as elaborate as you wish, but a well-functioning studio can also be constructed economically. Of course, the camera is the most expensive part of the venture, but the camera "truck" is easy to construct. The most critical part of this construction is that all of the angles between the camera and the filming surface (compound top) be accurate so that no distortion occurs.

This chapter contains all of the vital information needed to get you underway in your studio to develop and produce your own animated film cartoons.
TIMING AND SPACING PATTERNS

The animator is the "actor" of the film cartoon. An actor's timing, which is based on instinct and personality, is the essence of the art. The actor must learn the craft, such as how to walk or move with meaning, to never pause unless there is a reason, and if there is a pause, to pause as long as possible. The actor/actor must learn the value of a "hold"; the proper amount of time to linger so it will register with the audience for all it is worth. He must also decide whether to jump into a hold or to cushion into it gradually; when to "freeze" a hold or when to keep up subtle secondary actions to give it a "breath of life"; when to start small actions during the hold that anticipate the following move; when to move the eyes to anticipate coming movement, and, finally, after such anticipation, when to jump out of a pose or when to slowly move out. Such is the craft of the art.

The swings and ticks of a metronome can determine the exact speed of the frames of a walk, a run, or any action you visualize. Set the arm at 8 frames and act out a fast walk or run with your fingers. You may then decide that 12 frames are closer to what you need. Make frame-count marks, as shown above. Then check the clock so thirty 12-frame ticks fit in fifteen seconds. To check the look of even speeds, place your pencil over a straight 12-field, as in figure 12 at right (simply a line divided evenly by 12). Then move the pencil back and forth, from one end of the 12-field to the other, at a 24-frame tick (metronome set at 54, which equals 24 frames per second). By doing this, you can visually check the look of an even speed. From this test, you will find that it takes one 24-frame tick to move across 12 inches. This means that the movement equals 1/2 inch per frame. If you use two 24-frame ticks to cover 12 inches, then the movement will be 1/4 inch per frame.

The poncclum pattern (figure 1) is evenly spaced. This pattern occurs in leg and arm movements in walks and runs. The uneven spaced figure (figures 2 and 3) change the action considerably. Figure 2 is slow-out, slow-in, slow-out, etc. Figure 3 is either slow-out, fast-in, slow-out, etc., or reversed to fast-out, slow-in, fast-out, etc.

Figures 4 through 11 are actions of the head or body in walk and run cycles. The recol drawing is at the base. When time is spent around this, the weight is accentuated and the creature simply cannot seem to get off the ground. When the high drawing is accentuated, the creature is so lightweight that it bounces up, floats, and scarcely touches the ground. Walks with character usually have uneven spacing. Figures 4 and 6 are for heavyweights. A lightweight would bounce and stay like figures 5 and 7. Figures 8 and 9 are usual in a walk or run on a pan. Recol is bottom, rise to the left midway up, high on top, and contact midway down on the right. Any of these four positions can be accentuated in timing to create character. In figures 10 and 11 the head or the body and the head are moving from side to side in the walk or run action on a pan. Reverse the direction on these (or on figures 8 and 9) and you will get a different character.
The filmed result and meaning of a spaced move depend on (1) actual measurement, (2) relation to the field size, and (3) relation to the size of the character. The animator has a specific action to do in a certain time or number of frames. From experience he knows how specific patterns of spacing will work when they measure and plot the actions in the character. He often charts a pattern in advance, but these patterns are usually inherent in the animation structure and they evolve intuitively during animation.

A puppet moves as the strings are adjusted. An animated character moves according to spaced move patterns in the actions. When the animator writes a scene, you can check the locks of even spaces by moving your pencil back and forth across a 12-frame field as timed by a metronome. You can figure it out: At the 24-frame lock, one move across 12 inches is a speed of 1/2 inch per frame, and it takes two 24-frame locks to move your pencil across 12 inches at 1/4 inch, etc.

My advice to the beginner is to first try to develop a sense of timing by animating with a large and a small circle in various speeds in the patterns outlined throughout this book. Then study the action of the patterns and learn to adjust the spacing of the animation to create the exact character action for the specific scene. You can then plan the timing so your animation will do whatever you visualize. You will learn to think of animation in a series of motion picture frames and how to register takes, gestures, actions, and poses.

Often, the best way to move is simply in a straight line as in figures 12 to 14. All patterns may be better when evenly spaced in various accents.

Figures 15 to 18 occur in hand and arm movements.

Figure 19 happens constantly in live action. A hand and arm move in an arc, then suddenly jump to a different arc as the result of another body action accent or jerk (such as a kick).

On figure 21, a hand and arm or an entire character comes back in anticipation, moves fast, then violently stagger-stops. Figures 22 to 26 are some of the many stagger actions for takes, stops, collisions, crashes, etc. An evenly spaced series of drawings can be a stagger action; 1-10-2-9-3-6-4-7-5-6, etc.

As shown above, a small move on a small circle has the same relation to the circle as a large move on a large circle. A large move on a large field appears the same on film as a small move on a small field.
ACCENTS • BEATS • SCENE TIMING

The storyboards and the script are the building plans (like a blueprint), and the film is constructed on these foundations. Each scene is described in the script for picture and sound. The scene line describes the characters, the sound, and the type as (1) close-up, (2) medium close-up, (3) medium shot, (4) medium-long shot, or (5) long shot. The transition from one scene to the next is described as (1) cut-to, (2) cross-dissolve, (3) fade-out, (4) fade-in, (5) truck-back-to, (6) truck-down-to, (7) wipe, (8) iris-out, (9) iris-in, or (10) animated metamorphosis. Layout drawings based on the storyboard are made of the background and key characters' positions. Dialogue and music are recorded and a final editor "reads" the scenes and writes down the exact frame position on the bar sheets and exposure sheets. The music or bar sheets plan the production timing on all the scenes in a film.

The exposure sheets plan the animation production timing of an individual scene. Each frame, foot, and scene has a number. Each music beat, action accent, word sound, and timing detail also has a number. For a drawing to appear "in sync" with the sound accent, the drawing should be exposed two or three times before the sound. Some animators allow for this, but most animate to the same frame as the sound, then shift the entire film two or three frames ahead of the sound track during editing. Sound accents can be "hit" by any radical change in picture timing, such as sudden stops or jumps, and action reverses or freezes. Sudden slow spacing or wide spacing in a continuous action can accent a sound. Think in series of frames because you can't see anything else.

Accents on walk and run cycles come at the one-bottom or high point drawings. Most action and dialogue can be on 2s. When the action is fast with wide spacing, use 1s to avoid too wide, jumpy spacing. The four cells over the background in classic films allow four action levels. Also, parts of a character can move on one level (12a-E, as shown on the production sheet "The Lost Kitten" at the right on the opposite page), while the other parts are held on the next level (15). There shouldn't be any vital actions or important dialogue in the first five or six frames of a scene.

TV bar sheets (as shown above) have one foot (16 frames) per bar. Theoretical music bar sheets vary in bar length to fit the musical mood of the film. Dialogue and music are planned in these bar sheets with a stopwatch. Music is then composed and recorded with dialogue and the scene timing may have to be adjusted. Adjustments and changes are constant in animated films.
PRODUCTION #14 - THE LOST KITTEN

VIDEO

SCENE 1. CLOSE-UP GRASSHOPPER
Grasshopper sings to off-stage Kitten and Duckling, with clear voice and spirit.
Jumps for joy.
(CUT TO)

SCENE 2. LONG SHOT - GRASSHOPPER, DUCKLING AND KITTEN
Duckling and Kitten look at Grasshopper who becomes sad and serious as he
starts to sing.
Kitten and Duckling look
sadly at each other.

SCENE 3. MEDIUM SHOT - DUCKLING AND HEAD OF KITTEN
Duckling, with tears streaming down their face, speaks
I am hungry...
Right now...I am hungry...
I ran away from...
(continues)

AUDIO

SONG - MUSIC
GRASSHOPPER SINGS
(whistling)
All I do...
...is have fun.

SONG - MUSIC
GRASSHOPPER SINGS
(to Kitten)
...let I'm happy...
...some time like now.

SONG - MUSIC
GRASSHOPPER SINGS
(to Duckling)
...am I hungry...
...some time like now.

SONG - MUSIC
GRASSHOPPER SINGS
(to Kitten)
...I ran away from...
CYCLES—PLANNED ANIMATION

When the foot is placed on the ground in a pan scene, it moves with the pan moves, as in those indicated on page 201. The "pan" in this case is the movement of the background while the character is walking in the middle of the scene. The background art is moved a precise distance as required by the character action. For example, the background would be moved more slowly for a walk than for a run. Consequently, foot contact on the background and speed of movement must be precisely coordinated by using the methods shown at the left and on the next page. These moves are related to a stationary centerline. The body and all the parts move in paths of action; these are the usual patterns. The action can move in either direction. As in life, cycles have countless variations, and you can exaggerate or subdue any position or move.

Never move a character without meaning. Bring out a gesture, mannerism, or story mood in every cycle. On page 141, two of the cycles below are combined in a double-bounce strut. Notice the cocky gesture at high points. It is a series of closely related drawings; no line is lost in going to the opposite step gesture. Funny walks can "make" a film.

PLANNED ANIMATION is a system of combining animation methods and planning the reuse of the artwork for many different scenes. It is used to produce the considerable film footage of a television cartoon series. It is a change of pace results from the use of full animation in crucial actions of the story and the use of limited animation in dialogue with bursts of full animation for important gestures. Animation, backgrounds with overlay backgrounds, and camera fields and tracks are planned for use in many combinations. Thus, the production work gets more "mileage." You must plan your film.

CYCLE ANIMATION, as shown on page 201, can be put on long cells that allow twelve inches on each side of the drawing. Such animation can be used in the feed center with a moving pan as the background. The same cells placed on moving pegs can move the character through a still background scene. The same cells can also walk into another background, stay centered as the background moves, and then move out when the background stops. On the other three cell levels in the animation scene, other cycle characters can move at a different speed, in any direction.

LIMITED ANIMATION is based on dividing a character into as many as four cell levels and a dialogue system. It is especially adaptable to the type of characters illustrated on page 203. The dialogue system is often more elaborate, as seven heads up and down and seven heads in a sideways move; all around a centered head. Laughs and giggles are often simulated by a laughing, wavy-lined, up-and-down series of such heads in a staggered timing on the exposure sheet. A dialogue head series can be fitted to a body cycle walking on a pan background. A bottom peg camera device moves the peg up and down to fit the walking action. (Note: body action peg holes are adjusted.) Heads can fit characters in a vehicle on a pan. This animation wound on the rough road using the same device attached to the bottom peg bar. Such mechanics are endless.

ANIMATED CUTOUTS can be added to both full and limited animation cells. After the cell is placed on camera, the cutout is placed over or under the cell according to a few dot guides on the cell. For example, an elaborate line engraving of an antique auto is cut out and placed under a cell series that animates the wheel action, dust, smoke, and characters seated in the auto.
LIMITED ANIMATION • CUTOUTS

Animation cutouts can be very cost effective in producing animated films. Body poses, with different head attitudes, can be used over and over in multiple combinations. For example, different arms can be used on the same body, as can mouths, eyes, and noses on a single cut head without having to redraw the entire body for each movement. All parts of these "animation cutouts" can be stored for recall in another scene or film.
MAKING AN ANIMATION CEL

Here is the order of setting up the parts of a dog that are joined at socket points. Use perspective guidelines on the body when needed - as you do on the head.
Once the parts are fit on, clean up unwanted lines.
This is a colored cel made from the cleanup drawing on page 205. The cleanup drawing was enlarged on a copy machine, and then a brush and ink were used to trace it onto the cel.
The cleaned up animation drawing is transferred to a transparent cel (celluloid .005) by tracing with a pen or brush and ink (special ink that adheres to acetate must be used). The drawing can also be photocopied onto the cel. Then the colors are painted on the back of the cel with opaque acrylic paint (acrylics are used because they will adhere to the cel). After the cel is colored, it is placed over the background and photographed with the camera. (This process is explained in more detail on pages 217-219.)

Most cartoon cels are inked with a pen, but the brush can be used to give a heavier, more accented line (the drawings on these two pages were done with a brush). If you are designing an original character, experiment with its coloration by using transparent watercolors on photocopies or enlargements of your cleanup drawings. Color many drawings until you perfect the color scheme, and then make acrylic-colored cels using the watercolor paints as guides. You can make colored backgrounds for the cels using both watercolors and the opaque acrylics (the way studios do). Background texture can be created with a wet sponge and opaque acrylic paint.
THE CARTOON STORYBOARD

On pages 208-211 is an example of a storyboard that is the basic plan of an animated cartoon film. It resembles a page in the newspaper comics. Artists in a story department develop the story line of the film by attaching these story sketches onto a large blackboard-size board with pushpins. The storyboard helps the director and staff follow the development, allowing the director to visualize the continuity. The storyboard is often used as a guide for animators and visual effects artists.

The inanimate object that has come to life (the tree) is another type of cartoon character to add to this book. Here the artist uses mixed media, combining pen and ink with watercolor and pastel to create a unique and dynamic effect. The artist must visualize the continuity and anticipate the audience's reaction to the story.

The storyman has to know staging and drama; he has to figure out and anticipate what the audience is thinking and then surprise, amuse, or spellbind the viewer. Such is the simple recipe for a blockbuster comic. Story artists also visualize the art style of the film. Storyboards may incorporate an occasional picture done in full color, watercolor, or pastel to establish the color and the background treatment. Drawings may be from 6" x 4-3/8" to 12" x 9-3/4", which are the same proportions as the animation field.

A team of artists usually develops the storyboard after the idea is acted out by the storyman before an audience in a conference of evaluation. This helps the creativity process tremendously. For example, while looking at the storyboard below, a storyman might add picture panels between the first two that visualize an interesting or amusing way that the golden hatchet was obtained by our hero.

(1) Strange faces appear on the forest trees. The branches become horrible hands and arms.
(2) Our heroes on horseback panic, but suddenly, by magic, a golden hatchet appears in the grip of one of the heroes.

(3) An angry tree grabs the magic hatchet from our hero's grasp, and the other trees attack.
(4) The second tree swings the hatchet at our heroes and misses, but the hatchet cuts the first tree's nose off.

(5) In horror the angry tree feels and looks down at the stub of his nose while other trees are shocked.
(5) The enraged tree grabs the other tree's hair (branches) by the roots and shakes.

(7) With a vicious yank, the angry tree pulls off the other tree's hair, revealing bald stubble.
BACKGROUND LAYOUT DRAWINGS

Working with the film director, a layout artist draws each scene for the animator. He makes pencil drawings of the background and the key animation positions. These layout drawings establish the relationship between the background and the animation art. In the example here, the drawing of the witch in the distance is separable from the layout drawing of the village.

The animator and film director meet to discuss the scene. First they study the various elements of the scene: the storyboard, sound track, layouts, and exposure sheets. Then they usually remove the art that has been done. Finally, the director explains what his visual ideas for the scene and how it fits into the rest of the story and film production. For example, a small village is undergoing an aerial attack from the wicked witch; it is evening, and the villagers have lit some lamps that can be seen in the windows. The blue cast of evening is the dominant color of the scene. Starting as a small dot in the distance, the witch enters; the near sky on her broomstick, screaming and cackling hysterically. Lightning flashes as the whole scene jumps to a warm daylight color for a few frames; this is followed by a clap of thunder, which intensifies as the witch winds her way toward the village, coming down the street from the upper left. Frightened villagers run through the streets, hiding in doorways—here and there people close their shutters. Suddenly, with a frightful scream, the witch whizzes to the foreground for a moment, her head turned away as she navigates the turn and streams of the villagers. Then, twisting down the street toward the upper right, she turns left to fly around the chimney in the center of the scene. The frightening figure disappears behind the roof of the top of the scene for a moment, and then reappears in the sky on the opposite side. Turning toward, she hurls up the narrow street canyon, pursuing the stumbling and falling villagers. Next, propelled by a flash of light and a clap of thunder, the witch glides to the foreground to screen to the viewer, as pictured in the drawing at far right. Then turning back to the village, she streaks down the street to the right, flying and turning around the chimney, rooftops, and streets, finally reentering the far sky, becoming a mere moving opalescent above the distant trees.

Today, it is possible to animate these active villagers and the distant witch on a much larger scale. The scene is first divided into sections; these sections can be composed and reduced to the scale above on photocopied cells. (Modern feature animation currently uses a computer-assisted process.) To do this type of animation, you need four layers of cell animation—one for each of the foreground to screen to the viewer. As pictured in the drawing at far right. Then turning back to the village, she streaks down the street to the right, flying and turning around the chimney, rooftops, and streets, finally reentering the far sky, becoming a mere moving opalescent above the distant trees.
tom floating pegs attached to moving flaps
that overlay the background or cel. This
setup allows for adjustments for mastery
and range, as well as the greatest variety of
camera shots (see page 218).

By redesigning the background of a witch
scene into a basic background and two
overlay backgrounds you can create a
three-dimensional effect. The basic back-
ground includes the distant structures, the
woods, and the sky; the first overlay is of the
central structures, and the second overlay is
of the large foreground structures. The
three-dimensional effect is created by mov-
ing the second overlay quickly, the first over-
lay fairly slowly, and the basic background
even more slowly. The dramatics of the
scene can be heightened by following the
witch with truck movements from her
entrance to the hurrying up the street to
screaming at the viewer. In a simpler version,
the witch is on a single field cel and flies
from the distance to the foreground and
remains in the same relative position shown
across the scene.
STILL BACKGROUNDS - TRUCKS - AND FIELDS

The No. 12 field scene can have four cel levels and a number of overlays. The distant hills could be the background. The foreground and the foreground inn and inn could be two separate overlays. They could separate during a truck down to give depth.

Cels can be separated vertically to create a natural movement of objects and create a feeling of depth during a camera truck down toward the cels. (The vertical movement up or down of the camera on the frame is called a “truck.”) A truck movement is indicated using the field center location of the chart (pages 215 and 216). The truck move is charted on the chartmap (a portion of which is shown, actual size, on page 215) that can be registered below the camera on the compound, if necessary. To help you better understand trucks and fields, the trucks shown on page 215 are designed to appear on film absolutely even, with no sudden moves or hesitations.

A truck is indicated as per field center location on the chart on page 218, like a map: north, south, east, and west. The truck is charted on a section of the chart (shown actual size, at right, page 215). This truck is down (or up) between a No. 12 field at center (c) and a No. 4 field at a corner point that is three fields south of center and 3-1/2 fields east of center (no. 4F, 35, 3-1/2 E).

Still the path of a truck can curve or even stagger. The field can tip to any degree or it can turn around. In this scene, the truck could run up the road, up the hill, past the inn, and into the foreground—into the camera or reversed—followed by a curved truck from a 3-1/2 to 12 field.

TRUCK MOVES are usually evenly spaced on the charted path (in red) with a slight slow in and slow-out. To help you grasp the meaning of trucks and fields, here is a truck that is figured to appear on film absolutely even. Each move reduces the field by the same percentage. The fields look like the framework of a house. Even steps open the road at the same configuration. Use diagonals, as shown, to locate such positions in perspective work.

Now when you animate in these fields, you can see that the same spaced move in your animation art will be a different length and speed in each separate field. Let’s say you have to shift gears for each field. The same pan move is also slower in the large fields and faster in the small fields.

COMPOSITION OF PICTURES

Under the realistic surface of every picture are abstract principles of composition that are the art behind the foundation on which the picture is built, the decorative pattern of the picture, and the means of telling a story or expressing a dramatic mood. Thus, composition has a place function.

The abstract principles are

1. The varied principles of balance.
2. The entrance and the exit of the eye.
3. Circular and rhythmic composition.
5. Units and groups—the figure in landscape.
6. Light, shade, and color.

Artists operate intuitively with composition. Many draw without the power of knowing the composition principles they use; they draw without recourse to inference or reasoning.
but with a kind of innate or instinctive knowledge of composition. This was the case with Michelangelo, whereas Leonardo da Vinci composed with knowledge.

**THE CENTER OF INTEREST**

An understanding of composition principles is extremely useful to an animator when he or she positions the actors in the stage set. The animation is the center of interest in the total picture. In all types of art there are abstract elements that support and add point to this center. A classic example is Da Vinci’s *The Last Supper* with all the diagonals leading the eye to the central figure. In the example here, the abstractions of the fox and the raccoon fit and take advantage of the circular rhythms (red) and the vertical-horizontal-diagonal composition (blue). So watch the perspective in the set as the actor moves with meaning and “play all of your cards.”

As the camera tracks down and around the no. 12 field scene above, the smaller fields that result have different compositions with different abstract patterns, and the animator designs the animation to fit, keeping the animation as the center of interest.
The bear and the raccoon (seen on page 217) in a walk cycle animate through the scene, moving from right to left. The pan background (top) moves to the right under the bear and raccoon long cells. Above these cells an overlay background of the large tree moves right at twice the speed or spacing of the pan background. Above the tree overlay, a second overlay background moves right at three times the speed of the pan. Thus there are three different background pieces. Each moves at a different speed, giving the scene an illusion of reality, with great depth and distance. For instance, close trees move faster than distant trees. Variations in pan overlay speeds are plotted using actual perspective moves.

Backgrounds can be several fields in length, or a cycle background is planned with these or more fields, such as the first and last fields, painted exactly alike. Thus, the background can be jumped between these fields in a cycle.

Cycles like the bear and raccoon that move through a scene are on long cells that allow a full, clear field (not indicated on each side of the characters). If a tree is used in one peg position, it is usually put on a single field cel.

In planned animation for TV, many scenes are made from this artwork. Other pans are shot at smaller fields. Still scenes are made from sections of the background with other overlays and other animation used. The bear and raccoon cycle walk through other backgrounds.

Overlays are cutouts, or the paintings are made directly on the cel with vinyl-acrylic paint. This water-based paint adheres to acetate. It is used for all animation cell production and for the artwork. As shown on page 217, the back of the animation cel is painted with this opaque paint. Originally, the drawings were traced with pen or brush on the front of the cel with acetate inks.
A state-of-the-art photocopy machine is used to transfer most animation art to cells using fumes instead of heat to fix the image on the cell. Two types of machines are used, and the animator should know what each offers, just as he should know what the animation film camera can do. (1) The original machine with a hand-operated bellows offers both enlargement and reduction; it is used for both cells and backgrounds. (2) This is a 35mm microfilm unit that is fitted with a 35mm projector mechanism. The drawings are photographed on film by an animation camera, and then this film is used to mass-produce cells. Thus, the rotoscope is obsolete. Tricks and all operations of an animation camera can be done by this versatile camera.
**CAMERA AND TECHNICAL**

The **ANIMATION CAMERA** moves vertically up and down from a fixed center point. The artwork on the **COMPOUND** moves north/south (N/S) and east/west (W/E). A camera "truck" is the vertical movement of the camera and the compound adjustments needed. Compound moves alone are called "camera moves." The camera trucker moves on a 3-1/2 to 12 field, according to the chart at the right. Fields are located on a grid. Fields are located by the center of a field like a map: N/S and W/E. This measured compound measurement. The **COMPOUND TOP** has top and bottom peg bars that move right or left. These are called "pin moves" for background and "peg moves" for eel animation artwork.

Animation is drawn on 10-1/2 x 14" paper and photographed on 5th pantone; etc. These are punched with peg holes for registry. The pegs at the top of the page are widely used for TV shows, commercials, and other production.

Most animators use an aluminum-cost drawing disc that fits and rotates in a circular hole cut in a drawing board or table. The disc shown above has an adjustable moving peg bar that can serve as either top or bottom peg by rotating the disc. Other discs have only the top peg or two moving peg bars.

A 65-watt bulb or double fluorescent light is used in a light box, under the disc. (Never use a single fluorescent light because it is stroboscopic and bad for the eyes.)

The 12 field (12 x 8 3/4"), as charted above, is the size and area of normal production. Only fields from a 3-1/2 field to a 12 field are used. The location of the center point of a field on the chart above is specified as either "C" (for center) or the N/S and W/E field distance for "L." On the exposure sheet on page 210, the start of a field's center point is 1 1/2 fields south of center and 3 fields east of center—like a map.

Cameras truck to an 15, 24, or as high as a 60 field. This is far special or unusual amount—this is rarely oriented (it is usually still). Cameras have special equipment for fully animated cel production at an 18 field. Extra peg bars are built into the compound. Many compounds have double top and bottom peg bars to help with 12 field production.

Many compounds rotate 360 degrees (a complete circle). Fields can be on any angle, even 90 degrees, which would allow for an up-and-down pantograph. An 8 x 12 field is the largest that will fit on a page for such a pant. Titled fields are indicated in parenthesis just as surveyors indicate angles off a map. This versatile camera can do many things.
The camera operator shot the scene based on the exposure sheet form and method shown at the left. The animator draws a heavy line at the start and stop of all camera and peg bar moves. A truck is indicated with a vertical arrow, a camera dissolve-out is a V, and a dissolve-in is an inverted V, as shown. These two V forms are combined in an X form for a fade-in and fade-out dissolve, and they overlap in an XX shape for a cross-dissolve.

Compound peg bar cell or pan moves are given in decimals; however, pan moves are also given with a chart of moves above or below pegs on the edge of the background.

When a hold cell is removed, resulting in no cell position in column, a blank cell is placed. There are four cell levels. Sheets are usually 80 frames or 5 feet (see pages 198-199). A score is easier to “shoot” if the pan is on the top pegs and the cells are on the bottom pegs. Animation drawn on the “natural” top pegs can easily be put on bottom peg cells.

The camera runs both backward and forward, and it can shoot a scene in either direction. Thus, a scene exposed beginning at the end and moving toward the start enables a piece of artwork or an animated cycle to be “scratched off” or cut off according to planned spacing. When projected forward, the action is slowed.

An opaque shadow, cloud, water cycle, rainbow, or ghost animation becomes transparent to a certain degree by making one run of the scene at a 50% (or other) shutter stop, then making a second run without artwork to be transparent at a 50% (or other) shutter stop (the total exposure of both runs must be 100%). Or a character appears to walk through an opaque rainbow, tree, cloud, door, or water cycle by making two 50% runs with the character above and then under these artworks. A “matte” shot uses a black matte over a scene being photographed; thus the area of the matte is unexposed. In another run, a character is exposed in this exact area.
HOW CARTOONS ARE MADE

The simplest form of animation is the "flip" book. To make a simple flip book, draw a dog, a circle, a skeleton, etc., on the edge of a notebook. Then draw the same figure slightly progressed on the next page. Do this for fifteen or twenty pages; then flip the edges. An illusion of movement is created. Good animators retain the same spirit of fun and simplicity of the flip book in their work.

HOW TO MAKE AND USE AN ANIMATION BOARD

An animation board will be a great help in your study of animation. Buy some unruled, 10" x 12" loose-leaf notebook paper that is punched with two big holes. Construct pegs of wood or metal on your board (as illustrated) so the paper fits snugly over the pegs. The glass should be the same size as the paper.

When you turn on the light under the board, you will be able to see through several sheets of paper and note how your series of drawings varies in position. Visualize and plan your action; then start with a key drawing or "extreme." The next extreme in your action should be made on another sheet of paper with the lights on so you can work from your preceding position. Follow this procedure until all the extremes of your action have been roughed in; then make the in-between drawings to tie the action together.

If the background does not move to the right or left, the scene is "still." If the background moves, the scene has a "pan" action and is called a "pan scene." During a pan action everything that touches the ground moves with and at the same speed as the pan—for example, feet that touch the ground in a walk or a run.

In the film studios, the basic flip book idea is enlarged on. First, the animators and their assistants make pencil drawings on paper (10-1/2" x 12-1/2"). This work is then traced in ink on celluloid transparent sheets (celo). Next, opaque colors are painted on. These inked and painted cels are then photographed in sequence on a painted background. This motion picture cartoon film is then projected onto a screen.
HOW TO MAKE A CARTOON FILM

- **PRODUCE AN ANIMATED FILM YOURSELF WITH LITTLE MONEY.**

There are several ways to make your own cartoon film without too much money. You can also make a film of your animation drawings without expensive sound tracks. You will need a 16mm or 8mm motion picture camera that is able to shoot one frame at a time and a wooden frame to support the camera as it points down at the animation artwork. The camera will be mounted to the frame in a fixed position, allowing only one field size. The frame is attached to a baseboard, and the animation drawings are placed on a set of pegs attached to the baseboard.

- **MAKE A WOODEN CAMERA STAND.**

- **GET THE CAMERA ADJUSTED ON THE STAND CORRECTLY.**

Determine the distance the camera lens needs to be from the artwork to photograph a full animation field (10 1/4" x 8 3/4"); then focus the lens to that distance. If necessary, make film tests to be sure the field size and focus are correct. Be sure the camera is not tilted at an angle and attach the camera to the wooden frame. Then tape the pegs to the baseboard.

- **PUT SOME LIGHTS ON THE SIDES TO LIGHT THE ARTWORK.**

Floodlights are mounted at an angle on both sides of the camera stand above the artwork. Make film tests to determine the proper aperture. It is best if the lights are strong enough for a small aperture opening, but if the lens needs to be wide open, it will take less light and, thus, less heat.

- **HOW TO ELIMINATE THE EXPENSIVE COMPOUND MECHANISM.**

Instead of taping down the metal peg bar, it is better to use an animation drawing disc (shown on page 210). The drawing disc should have both top and bottom sliding peg bars. This allows you to include moving pan backgrounds with the animation drawings.

- **ELIMINATE THE EXPENSIVE PLATEN.**

The animation drawings are lit by a light box built under the disc. The box should be well-ventilated, and mirrors are used to intensify the light and reduce the bulb wattage and heat. Two layers of animation can be shot over a moving pan background as the camera sees through the paper. (TV animation producers make pencil tests this way.) The elaborate platen frames that hold the artwork down can be duplicated by placing a thick sheet of plate glass over the animation art by hand.

- **YOU DON'T HAVE TO HAVE A COSTLY STOP-MOTION MECHANISM; YOU CAN KEEP TRACK OF THE FRAME COUNT YOURSELF ON THE EXPOSURE SHEET.**

Animation camera stands have a single-frame, stop-motion motor assembly that operates by pushing a button or a foot lever. A film counter is attached to this mechanism to record the number of frames photographed. You can duplicate this process by operating the camera by hand for each frame. Make a check on each frame on the exposure sheet after it is photographed.
THE ONE-SOURCE BOOK THAT CARTOON ANIMATION ENTHUSIASTS HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR!

In this comprehensive, definitive book, acclaimed cartoon animator Preston Blair shares his vast practical knowledge to explain and demonstrate the magic of cartoon animation as well as many of his extraordinary techniques.

Blair shows you how to develop a cartoon character's shape, personality, features, and mannerisms; how to create movements such as walking, running, stretching, and dancing; and how to construct dialogue and coordinate it with movement.

Full of familiar and famous sketches, drawings, and other artwork, Cartoon Animation is a book no cartoon animation enthusiast should be without!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

A legendary figure in the world of cartoon animation, Preston Blair designed and animated the delightful dancing hares in Walt Disney's Flowers, a film for which he also animated Mickey Mouse in the famous "Mickey's Apprentice" scene. Apart from Disney, Blair directed, animated, and designed a host of popular short films at MGM and produced an episode for TV's The Flintstones. More recently, he was involved in the creation of interactive TV systems that use animation methods to teach reading.